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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Purpose of the Study
Supervisors are often called "key-men" in a factory.
They are the people actually responsible for the manufactur-
ing of products. Although it is true that good planning
and decision making at the top and middle-man a ement levels
are necessary, the actual implementation and accomplishment
of plans and decisions are in the hands of supervisors.
Because supervisors are directly responsible for
the manufacturing of products, their performance greatly
affects the production schedule and the cost and quality
of products in. the manufacturing process. This, in turn,
affects productivity and the competitive position of the
products in overseas markets.
Workers with little education often think about
supervisors as their antagonists, thus the relation between
workers and supervisors is often strained. This is
especially true in large organizations where workers see
supervisors as the management's spokesmen. What supervisors
do and say are considered as representing the policy of the
2management. However, the difference in interest between
employers and employees usually places supervisors in a
very awkward position.
Workers at present time are not like those in the
past. They have unions to support therm. Supervisors are
no longer the dictators in the workshop. Their rights to
discharge and penalize workers are limited byr the rules
established by the upper level management and by the
agreement between management and union. The tight labour
market in Hong Kong manes the supervisor's work still more
difficult. When a worker is dissatisfied with what his
supervisor treats hir, he can find another job elsewhere
without any difficulty.
Besides, managers have also recognized that the
supervisor is the potential middle and top nranag ei ient of
the future.
All of the above discussions- the importance of
supervisor, the growing difficulty of supervisor's wrork,
and the development of supervisor as potential manager
indicates that the work of a supervisor should be properly
defined and that scientific recruitment, selection and
training of supervisors are essential.
Questions may be raised as to why it is the cotton
spinning industry that is chosen for this study. Textile
3industries including manufacturin, of garments dominate the
manufacturing sector of Hong Kong's economy. It accounted
for 471, (or 4, 954 million) of Hong Kong's domestic exports
and employing 41% (or 222,021, workers) of total manufacturing
labour force in 1969. 1
Cotton spinning employed only 21 814
2
workers (about 10% of the total labour force in textile
industries). However, the average number of workers per
factory in the cotton spinning industry is the highest in the
textile sector. This is shown in Table 1.
Within the textile sector, the cotton spinning
industry requires the heaviest capital investment. It is
estimated that for a production capacity of 10,000 spindles,
$10,000,000 capital investment is needed. Labour shortage
in this industry is serious. In December, 1969 t sere were
885 vacancies in 20 spinning mills.4 The turnover rate of
workers is also a problem. Accordi i.l to a personnel division
head of a large spinning mill, he had to hire more than
twenty-seven hundred new workers a year, whereas the number
of workers required for full capacity operation is only a
1Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong, Annual Report I969
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1970), pp. 49, 50.
Ibid., p.255.
3Wah Kiu Yat Po, January 19, 1970, p. 1 of sheet no, 50
Data furnished by the Labour Department,
4TABLE 1
NUMBER OF FACTORIES AND WORKERS OF THE VARIOUS
INDUSTRIES IN TEH TEXTILE SECTOR
Average NoNo. of WorkersIndustries
of workersFactories Employed
per factory
Cordage, rope and twine 35 22775
Cotton spinning 21,81434 641
Cotton weaving 31,432265 119
Finishing 266 10,249 39
Knitting 4243, 535
Wool spinning 13 4,150 319




Source: Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Annual Report 1969
(Ilong Kong: Government Printer, 1970, p. 255.
little over two thousand.1
It is in view of these facts the author ii-,.tends to make
the first attempt to study how supervisors in Bong Kong cotton
spinning industry perform their job and how they are recruited,
selected, and trained in order to show a clear picture of
supervisors in this industry. Analysis of existing practices
and suggestions for improvement will also be made
lInforrmation obtained from the author's interviews with




5Method and Scope of the Study
Library research for statistics, books and journals
concerning spinning industry, supervisor's job, recrtment,
selection and training has been made in various institutions,
including libraries of the Chinese University, Hong Kong
Technical College, Horn Kong Management Association, Hon Kong
Productivity Council and Productivity Centre, and the U.S.
Cultural Centre in order to build up the theoretical framework
for the thesis.
Preliminary interviews with seven executives working
in various spinning mills were made before the questionnaire
is prepared. After the interviews, the author found that the
recruitment, selection and training practices are rather simple
and quite similar throughout the spinning industry. In fact,
most of the cotton spinning companies are owned by Shanghaiese
industrialists and their way of managing spinning mills is
about the sammie. Even those cotton spinning companies which
are owned by non-Shanghaiese industrialists adopt the Shanghaiese
way of management. In order to classify the size of the spinning
companies in Hong long, the author uses the following criteria:
a company with 50,000 spindles or more is regarded as large, a
company with 25, 000 to 49,999 spindles as medium, and a company
with 24,999 spindles or less as small.
6Two-day plant observations were made in tree selected
mills- each representing the large, the medium, and the small
group respectively. During the palnt observations, the author
was able to observe the nianufacturing process, to watch what
the supervisor was doing, and to talk to suporvisors, shift-
in-charge and other management executives of these three mills.
In this way, the work done by supervisors, their authority and
responsibilities, their problems, as well as many other valuable
information were obtained arid were used to cross check with the
information obtained from the questionnaire. Since the production
capacity of all the members of the Hong Kong Cotton Spinners
Association accounts for more than 95% the total production
capacity of the industry,l questionnaires with letters enclosed
were sent only to all the 29 members of the H.K.C.S.A. The
author then approached directly to the offices or factories of
these 29 companies asking for interviews in order to collect
the Questionnaires, answer any queries and ask more detailed
questions, As a result, eleven completed cuestionnaire sets
were collected durin the interviews, four completed questionnaire
sets were received by mail, with the remaining fourteen refusing
to co-operate. The perecentage of response by size oF companies
is shown in Table 2. Howvever, the answers cuntained in one of
the completed auestionnaire set which was returned by mail were
Association.
1 Information obtasined from the Hong KOng Cetten Spinners
7TABLE 2
NICTI-M] R OF RESPONSE CIASSIFIED BY
SIZE OF SPINNING COMPANTES
Total No. of





350,000 spindles 4 181,05675%
or More
Medium:












questionable. Accordingly,- only -,part of its information is used
in the analysis. Even so, the study still covers r.,lore than 50%
of the total production capacity of the cotton spinning industry.
Interviews with the senior staffs of the Department of
Textile Industries of Hong Kong Technical College, Hong Kong
Cotton Spinners Association, Hong Kong Productivity Council and
Productivity Centre, the Federation of Hong Kong Industries,
Hong Kong Management Association, and the Labour Department were
also made with the view to obtain information on the training of
supervisors.
8In order to avoid the identification of the individual
source of primary data collected which is a promise made by the
author, names of individual executives interviewed and individual
companies which have extended their co-operation will be kept
anonymous in this thesis.
The scope of this study covers the job of supervisors,
their salaries and fringe benefits, and the recruitment,
selection and training practices of local spinning companies.
At first, an attempt had been made to identify the elements of
a successful supervisor. However, this attempt was abandoned
after a preliminary interview with a senior executive of a
spinning company. From that interview, the author realized
that little co-operation could be obtained from spinning
companies in this aspect.
Framework of the Thesis
After the introduction of Chapter I, there is a
discussion on supervisor and his job (in P eneral) in Chapter II.
Chapter III is a brief discussion on Hong A ong cotton spinning
industry. Chapter IV gives a general description of supervisors
in the cotton spinning industry- number of supervisors, salary
and fringe benefits, supervisor's job and the turnover rate
Chapter V deals with the recriitment and selection practices.
Chapter VI discusses the training of supervisors and Chapter VII
is the conclusion. Analysis, evaluation and suggestions are made
immediately following the descri r)tion of each topic*
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SUPERVISON AND HTS JOB
The term "supervisor" has a rather confusia Heaning.
in sone firms a surervisor has the authority and reapoasiility
of a middle or even to level manger. In others, he has but
littic authority and responsioility, acting as an overlooker or
an xeftension to the eyes and other senses of his samasers. However,
in most instonces, supervisor means core an, lying at the bottom
or the mangament hierarchy or executive system, supervising worker
and operacaors . He fills a "frcntier" position.
The job of supervisor is also confusing. This confusioa
has its root partly in the origin of supervisory job.
According to Peter Drucker1, the supervisor's job grew
out of teh lead man who foremerly was in charge of a group of
tow-rope puliers or ditch diggers. Bince he was up forward of
his gang, he was calied "for man". His authority was only the
chanting or "one, two, three, up" which set the sace of the rest
or the workers.
However, the term "supervisro" has its toot in the old
day's master crartsman system. Even as srecontly as 1880, there
were plants in New england where the first line supervisor was
able to bid on a job of precuction, hire his own men, organize
1Peter F. Drucker, The Pracatice of Management, Phoenix
Books (London : Pan Books Ltd., 1968), p. 384
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them and work them, as he saw fit, and make his living out of the
difference between his bid and the actual cost.
Today's supervisor, observes Drucker, combines some
qualities of both fore man and master. A supervisor's job and
function now usually consist of the following elements: (a) as
a liaison man, a part of ranagei.ient, and a leader, (b) production
responsibilities and (c) personnel responsibilities.
The Role of Supervisor : a Liaison Man,
a Part of Management, and a Leader
A Liaison Man
For years management has been striving to train the
supervisor to be its representative. Practically every supervisory
training program emphasizes this fact. A supervisor is now accepted
as part of the i anagement. A supervisor not only represents
management to the workers, but to the average employee, supervisor
is the company since he is the one who interprets the company policy
to the workers. However, the supervisor should also recognize the
need of representing his man to the management. He should keep the
management informed of the difficulties his men face and the way
they feel so that* sound decisions can be made at the upper level.
Since the supervisor's success is largely determined by the
performance of his men, he should also look after their interest.
The feeling of looking after my men's interest is especially
11
true for those supervisors Who are promoted from the rank and
file.
Therefore,a supervisor is a liaison men betwwecn the
management and his men. Iic is responsible for the communication
of the two. If he performs this communication fz.ic tion well,
many industrial troubles and disputes can be avoided.
A Part of Management
Supervisor is considered as a part of rmmanagement.
Management means getting things done through people. It is the
art and science of planning, organizin, and directing human
efforts toward the utilization of materials of nature for the
benefit of man.Therefore, a supervisor's job consists of planning,
organizing and directing the human and material resources at his
disposal in a way that company objectives can be accomplished.
He is no longer required to work direct .y with materials, machines,
and tools he deals mainly with people under him and with the flow
of materials in, his section.
A Leader
A successful supervisor must be a leader. Leadership is
the knack of gettingp other people to follow you and to do willingly
the things you want them to do. Authority can also achiove the
objective of getting things done, but authority should be used
only sparingly and carefully. A supervisor must wir.i the confidence
and cooperation of his subordinates. We must be able to handle
12
people so that they will be Ford him all the time, especially
in an extraordinarily tight production schedule. This is
particularly true for Hong kong cotton spinning industry where
there is a serious labour shortage and high labour turnover rate.
To be a good leader, the supervisor must learn about people---
the way they act and the way they response, how to put them at
ease, ioiv to get them told without antagonizing them, amd how to
win their confidence and cooperation.
Production Responsibilities
The rzost important task of a supervisor as viewed by the
management is to produce the product at the right tiiiie, of the
right quality and qu.anztity, and at a low cost with minimum waste,
In order to achieve all these things, the supervisor must rst get
acquainted with the operations in his section. of course, a
supervisor cannot be an expert of all the operations. He may hot be
so skillful as his men when doing the opcrative work, but he must
Konw how to do it. A supervisor who confined himself to the paper
work and with only a superficial knowledge of detailed operations,
runs the risk of missing many important littio thinns that will add
up to overall inefficiency. He may also lose the respect of his
men. To get acquainted with the operations in his section, he
himself must take the initiative To produce theroduct of the
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right quality and quantity, and at the right time and lots cost,
a supervisor must get himself involved in quality control, planning,
scheduling and dispatching, cost control, waste control and method
improvement.
Quanity Control
To some, quality control means only inspection. To others,
it means the use of statistical method for controlling the quality
of the product. It is the upper level of management or even the
buyer who establishes the standard, and usually there is a quality
control department to do the inspection and calculation. But it is
the responsibility of the supervisor to see that his section is
achieving the quality required. Great loss may have already been
incurred if the product is rejected at the quality control
department level. To maintain quality, a supervisor should always
pay attention to the conditions of machines, tools, materials and
the ability of his men. When quality standards are not met, he
should first analyse the cause of defect, and then take the
necessary steps to get the desired quality.
Planning, Scheduling and Dispatching
Planning and scheduling are usually done by a production
palnning department nowadays. Supervisors are therefore released
from such works. However, a supervisor should closel co-operate
14
with the planning department so that production on time is
guaranteed. A supervisor is also rosponsiblc for the dispatching,
of work in a way that the schedule made by the planning dcpartment
is met. Fairness is always a problem is dispatching, especially
when machines doing the same rind of work have different speeds
and workers are paid at piece rate.
Cost Control
A supervisor has little voice in the forrulation of the
cost control system, but he is the one who can reduce and control
the factory cost of the product. Labour cost may be too high due
to the failure of his men to produce according to standard so that
reworking has to be done. Even if the worker is paid on piece rate,
higher overhead cost still will be the result. A supervisor can
also reduce the scrap to a minimum through close supervision
and co-ordination of his men. He can also reduce over-time cost
by providing dynamic leadership so as to minimize absenteeism and
tardiness.
Wasibe Control
While management is primarily responsible for many aspects
of waste control in production, it must rely on its delegated
representative for the actual point-of-operation controls. The
supervisor is the key man in waste roduction in the process of
production. Sources of waste that are wholly or partly within
the control of a supervisor include: the waste of materials;
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waste in the use of tools and equipment such as small operations
performed by expensive machines; waste in the use of manpower;
waste of space, heat, light and power.
Nethod Improvement
A supervisor should endeavour to eliminate waste of time,
human efforts and materials. Nethod improvement, no doubt, is a
good means in achieving these objectives, Actual time and motion
study are sometimes done by specialists. However, this work is
so closely connected with the supervisor's own responsibilities
that he should learn all he can about it. For factories having
no time and motion study made by specialists, the supervisor is
always the one that makes the method improvement. His knowledge
of the basic principles enables him to improve the layout of the
workplace and the location of hand tools and machines, to simplify
operations and to be a teacher or consultant for his men. After
work methods have been improved, production will have increased,




Training workers has always been the job of a supervisor.
It includes the imparting of all the information and knowledge of
16
operations which a worker must possess in order to carry out his
job efficiently and intelligently. Training done by a supervisor
may include the explantation of job rules and regulation, safety,
quality standard,material properties explanntion, waste prevention,
output expectation and teh actual operations of teh job, New
employees as well as old employees bei moved on to new operations
need training. Even old employees doing the existing job need
training due to method improvement.
Safety
Accident is expensive, and the actual workpiace is the
focal point or accident. During April, 1967 to Harch, 1988, there
were 8,756 inaustral injuries in Hong Kong (based on compensation
claim settled). the amount of compensation paid was 4.9 million
dollars and the number of man-day lost was 241,265.1 If wage per
day was 312, the value of man-day loss was 2.9 million dallion.
The total loss would be 7.8 million dollars. Besides, losing an
arm or a foot or otherparts of the bode can hardly be compensated
by money. A supervisor in charge of the workplace, the focal point
of accident, can. certainly do something in the prevention of
accidents. He should analyse operations for safety practices,
Plan safety program, inspect to see that safety practices are
Commissioner of Labour, Annual Departmental Report.
1967 1966 (Hong Kong : Government Printer, 1966), pp. 122-124.
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followed, train his men to work safely, investigeta and report
all accidents and to take correcrtive measures.
Dealing with Grievances
A grievance is anything in rile wor situation that the
employee thinks or feels is- wrong, urnjust, or u lair so far as he
is concerned. If it is not properly handled, aman-grievance
may turn out to be a serious labour unrest. A suservisor should
be responsible in cietectin potential grievancaes and in hangling
those grievances t hat have reacthed. Understanding and
observation of his own men and the knowledge of company policy and
practice are essential in handling grievances , either a potential
one or which has happened alreactr.
Other Punctions
A supervisor' s job consists of the participation in wage
administration, job evaluation, merit rating and union relatiiions.
he is also expected to inspire the morale of his work group, to
introduce the new employee to his job, to maintain discipline, to
co-ordinate with other supervisors, and to keep the working
condition satisfactory. However, a supervisor's job largoly
depends on the organization structure of the factory.
From the above discussion, one may find that a supervisor's
job is complicated, numerious, and djifficult. Indeed, it is too
much for a supervisor. He is responsible for too many thinge.
To discharge some of his responsibilities is really necessary.
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Typos of Organization and the Supervisor
Supervisor in a Line Organization
Any supervisor working in a small factory may well acciuant
with the line organization. In this type of organization, authority
and responsibility flow from the top managemerit to the worker in a
chain. A supervisor working in a line or anization may find himself
overloaded with numerous and complicated responsibilities as those
mentioned earlier. He may find that there is no speciaiized
personnel to help him in solving his problems.
Supervisor in a Functional Organization
The functional organization, developed by F. Taylor, has
long been a historical interest. There are very few companies
organized entirely on such a basis. It can only be found in the
top level of management in a few very large enterprises. The
functional type of organization can realize the principle of
specialization, but the chief disadvantage is obviously the
confusion in authority and responsibility. The situation will be
rather embarrassing when several supervisors tell the same workers
to. do things for them at the same time. Co-ordination is difficult
to maintain.
Supervisor in a Line-and-Staff. Organization
The function of a staff is a king of service that aids the
line organization in the performance of its major activities. A
19
staff brings specialization to the assistance of line mina rs.
In the production side of a business the staffs or funcitiona
departments guide and to some. extent control the foremen. Sometimes
they relieve some of the supervisor's responsibilities. thus the
personnel department helps a supervisor in hiring workers. Method
specialists do the job of time and motion study and method
improvement.
Suervisor and the Committee
A committee may be used in and type of organization and at
any lever. The uses of a committee are usually the securing of
co-operative efforts and the compromising of conflicting interests.
A supervisor may be a member of various committees stich as Safety
Committee, Production- Planning and Con trot Committee, etc. He is
expected to play his part in the committee.
However, one must be careful not to over-erslphasize the
function and importance of the supervisor. The engineering of
jobs, the organizing of people, the presence of lack of proper
motivation, wages of wor Hers, organization spirit, company policies
and practices are not determined by the supervisor. Even the best
supervisor cannot substitute the poor principles and practices
established by the upper level management.
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CHAPTER III
COTTON SPINNENG IRDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
A FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Cotton SpinninG Defined
The definition of cotton spinning is given in the
Encyclopedia of Textiles as follows:
Spin:riing is the process by which short fibres are converted
cohesively into continuous yarn so they can be woven into
cloth. Most fibres are nei'L-ler long enough- iii their raw
state to be used for weaving. They must therefore be drawn
drafted amount themselves by drafting, and twisted totether
to make a continuous, strong, uniform and workable strand.
This is yarn.
However, the use of japan-made fibres other than cotton has
assumed growing significance in the cotton spinning industry.
There are altogheter 13 spinning mills producing blended yarn
(mixture of cotton and man-made fibres) in 1969.2 in 1962 there
was only one spinning mill producing blended yarn.3 The growing
importance of blended yarn can also be seen by comparing its 1964
production of 1971,961 lbs. with its 1969 production of 29, 173, 976 lbs.
1"The Manufacturing Process", Encyclopedia of Textiles, 1960,
p. 353.
2Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Annual Report, 1969 (Hong
Kong Government Printer, 1970), p.90.
3Kayser Sung and R. H. Leary, Asian Textile Bi-annual
1965 -1966, (Hong Kong: Far Eastern Economic Review Ltd,, 1965), p. 90
4Information furnished the Census and Statistics
Department.
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No significant change in machinery and technology is needed in
order to shift to the production of Mended yarn. And because
of the rapid growth in demand and the high protit that it yields,
more and more blended yarn is expected to be produced in the
future.
Therefore, care should be paid to the term cotton
spinning. Although the term indicates that the cotton spinning
industry produces cotton yarns, it is by no mean limited in the
production of cotton yarns only.
The author would also like to make clear that woollen and
worsted spinning are not included in this thesis 40
The Production Process
Usually, production processes of spinning are separated
into two stages. Prom O erring to Roving is called the first
stage
stage
supervisor in a shift. For a large one, each stage has two or
more supervisors heading different rooms of a stage.
Usually there are five production rooms in a spinning
mill, that are the Mixing an Blowing Room, the Carding Room,
the Roving Room, the Spinning Room, and the Packing (Winding)
Room. However, in some mills ,spinning machines and winding
machines, or drawing machines and roving machines are located
together in one production room. In some instances, different
( 前 紡 ) ,
( 后 紡 ) .
from Spinning to Packing is called the second
For a smallmill, each stage is headed by a
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kinds of winding machines are located in different rooms.
Therefore, the number of production rooms and the machines located
in these rooms are determined by various situations such as the
size of the mill, the availability of space, etc.
The production process and the production rooms of local
spinning mills are shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1





















Openin All the raw cottons. are imported from overseas,
mainly from U.S.A., Pakistan, Tanganyika and Brazil. Han-mado
fibres are imported from Britain and Japan. They are packed in
bales. Therefore, the first step is to have them opened.
Mixing or Blendin: After bales have been opened, different
kinds and grades of raw cotton are put together into the blowing
machines according to a given percentage in order to produce
different kinds of yarn specified by buyers,
Pickin & Lapping: In the blowing machine, different
kinds of cotton are blended, raw cotton fibres are loosened and
large impurities are separated. At the other end of the machine,
a loosely compressed cotton sheet rolled into a lap.
Carding: The lap is then placed in the carding machine.
During this process short fibres and impurities are cleaned off,
cotton lap turns into a sliver.
Combing: To produce yarns of higher counts or higher
quality, a combing process is needed. Slivers are placed in a
combing machine with fine teeth so that short fibres and. impurities
can be cleaned off. For the production of lower-count or lower-
quality yarns, however, this process is not needed.
Drawing: In order to make the sliver more even after the
blending of different kinds of raw cotton, six or eight slivers are
mixed into one sliver through a drawing machine.
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Roving : Slivers, after drawing, are placed in the roving
frames. Slivers are tl-i.en stretched and twisted into thinner and
stronger strands. They are called rovints.
Spinning: lovings are then piac d in the spinning frames
For further stretching and twisting. Thinner and stronger strands
are produced. They are the final product of cotton spinning, the
cotton yarns.
Winding : Yarns winding on the spindles are transferred
onto cones in the room in order to make further processes
easier.
Doubling and Twisting : In this process twomore strands
of yarn are twisted together for specific use.
Reeling : Yarns are reeled into different shapes for the
convenience of transportation.
Bundl Yarns ake packed into hemp sacks: or transportation,
Baling : Bundles are packed into bales, A bale usually
contains 400 lbs. of yarn.
For the production of blended yarns (cotton fibres blended
with man-made fibres), the process is the saixie as cotton
yarns. The blending of fibres is done in thedrawing process.
Since the evenness of the blended yarn is very irri portant especially
in the dyeing of cloth, the blended sliver has to go through twice
or thrice the drawing process.
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Number of Factories and Production Capacity
'1'FZe s'oundation of the cotton spinning g industry ,ras laid in
1947 when 600 spindles were izn.stailed.1 Durin the trouble years of
1947- 1951 in Mainland Ciriina, in.- us trialis is brought plants, capital
and skills from Shanghai to Hong Kong so that the total number of
spinning mills increased to 12 and that of spina ies increased to
180,000.2 The growth of spindlea e i:s. shown in Table 3..
In 1969 there were altogether 31 cotton spinning companies
in Hong Kong3 witIl total production capacity a little over 360 516
spindles.4 Of these 31 comppa11ies 29 of there, were mei,T.ibe s of the
H.Ii.0. S.A. Their total production capacity was 860, 516 spindles
at the end of the year 1969. If the production capacity is expressed
as number of pounds of yarn per rilonth,' then these 29 companies can
produce 33,839,995 lbs. of yarn (based on 20 counts) a month. Their
total production capacity accounted for 95 o: the entire cotton It
Kayser Sung and R.H. Leary, Asian Textile fi-annual
1965-1966 (Hong Kong: Par Eastern Economic Review Ltd. 1.965),F, 85.
2Government Information Service, Textile Hong :gong Hon
Kong: Government Printer, 1965), p.3
3Director of Commerce and Industry, Annual Departmental
Report 1968-E 9 (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1970, p. 3.9




PRODUCTION CAPACITY FROM 1947 - 1969





1947 6, 000 5 1959 398,000 191948 10 1960 500,000 2 31949
22,000
1961 618,000 271950 23* 19 62 632,000
1951
132,000
22* 9663 633,000 351952 200,000 13 1964 715,000 331953 212,000 13 1965 75,000 341954 212,000 13 1966 719,000
1955 306,000 17 1967 767,000
1956 304,000 19 1968 768,000
1957 325,000 20 1969 787,000***
1958 360,000 18
*The figure was the total of cotton anal silk spinning mills.
he figure 787,000 was the figure at the end of 14archt, 1969, it
was 860,516 at the end of December, 1969 as published by the
Hong Kong Cotton Spinners Association.
Source :
a
1947-1954 " Kayser Sung and R.H. leary, Asian Textile Bi-annual
1965-1966 (Hong Kong: Far Eastern Economic Review
Ltd., 1965) , p. 85.
1955-1967: Census and Statistics Departm nt, Hong Kong Statistics
1947-19b67 (Hong Kong :
Government Printer, 1969), p. 56.
1966-1969: Director of Commerce and Industry, Annual Departmental
Report 1968-1969 (Hong Kong: Government Printer,
1970), p. 39.
b
1947-1967: Census and Statistics :Department, Hong Kong statistics
1947-1967 (Hong Kong : Governmetn Printer, 1969), p. 56.
1968 : Commissioner of Labout, Annual Departmental Report
1967-1968 Hong Kong : Government Printer, 1968), p. 60.
1969: Director of Commerce and Industry, Annua Departmental










THE PRODUCTION CAPACITY OF THE MEMBERS OF THE
KORG COTTON SPINNDRS ASSOCIATION (DEC.69)spindles
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spinning industry1. The production capacities of individual
members of the H.K.C.S.A.are shown in Fingure 2.
As calculated fromfiure 2,the four big companies
(having over 50.000 spindles) accounted for about 30% of the
total production capacity,the eleven middle size companies
accounted for 45%,and the other fourteen small companies
accounted for 25%
Output and Productivity
Production of cotton yern in 1955 was 82 miliion pounds.2
However,in 1969.cotton yarn production reached 318 million pounds
and production of blended yarn was 29 million pounds.3 The growth
of output from 1955 to 1967 is shown in Table 4. The rise in
production was due to the addition and replacoment of new
machinery,increase in the number of workers,and increase in
productivity.The addition of new machinery (the increaso of
spindleage)and the increase in the number of woekers can be
seen in Table 5.
Most of the industry's machinerics now in operation are
automatically controlled and are of the highest quality.It is
1Information furnished by the Hong Kong Cotton Spinners
Association.
2Censes and statistics Department,Hong Kong Statistics
1947-1967(Hong Kong : Governmet Printer,1969),p.81.
3Information furnished by the Census and Statistics
Department.
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generally recognised that they are better than the average in
Japan or any other comparable countries.
In order to fully utilize equipment and. machinery, the
three-shift system (Morning Shift : 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.; Day
Shift: 3: 00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.; Night shift : 11.00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.
is adopted by all spinning mills in Hong Kong Whereas in Japan, only
two-shift system is allowed, Therefore, the average hours worked
per spindle in Hong Kong it the highest in the world. In 1965, the
average hours worked per spindle was 8,160 in Hong Kong; 6,243 in
India 4,853 in Japan; 7,202 in South orea 6,758 in Pakistan and
6,720 in Taiwan. 1 As a consequence, the average output per spindle
was also the highest. In 1963, average output per spjindle per year
was 380 pounds, as against 184 pounds in Japan, l32 in India and 211
in Pakistan.2 the productivity of spindles and workers from 1955
to 1969 is shown in Table 5. In 1969 output per worker was 14,950
pounds and output per spindle was 404 pounds, while in 1955, the
figures were 6,612 and 268 respectively.
Kayser Sung and P.H.M. Jones, Asian Textile Survey
1967-68 (Honk Kong: Far Eastern Economic Review Ltd., 1967),
p. 61.
Kayser Sung and P.H.M. Jones, Asian Textile Survey































1967 134,098 164,178 302,6314,355 12,690




Source : 1955-1967 "Census and Statistics Department, Hong
Kong Statistics, 1947-1967 (Hong Kong :
Government Printer, 1969), p. 81
1968 : JInformation Turnished by H.A.C.S.A. and
the Census and Statistics Department.
























PRODUCTIVITY OF SPINDLSS AND WORKERS*
Proc1uctivity
No. of bCotton Yarn a Production ProductionNo. ofcProductionYear Spindles per Spindle per WorkersWorkers(million lbs) (in lbs.)(thousand) (in lbs.)
821955 402 268 6,612306
1956 95 6,8153.04 13,939 312
1957 108 325 14,511 332 7,448
1281958 11,510360 356 11,130
1959 398 12,748 11,023352
3461960 173 15,623500 11,089
1961 214 618 18,289 346 11,693
1962 235 632 20,506 11,460372
196 241 633 19,622 12,282381
1964 261 19,606715 365
1965 289 20,538725 14,071399
1966 292 749 19,528 390 14,953
1967 20,554302 767 14,700390
1968 21,554325 423768 15,163
1969 21,279318 14,950404787










In 1969, the number of workers employed by cotton spinning
mills was 21,279. This represents more than two hundred fold
increase over that 1947 when the number was only 102. The
growth of the number of workers can be seen in Table 6.
TIMLE 6
NO. OF COTTON SPINNING MILLS WORKERS
1969





1951 8,112 1963 19,622
1952 8,925 1964 19,606
20,538
1953 8,992 1965
1954 10,046 1966 1952
1955 1,402 1967 0,554
196 13,939 1968 21,505
1957 196914,522 21,279
1958 11,510
Source: 1947 - 1967: Census and Statistics Department,
Hong Kong Statistics 1947-1967
Hong Kong: Government Printer,
1969), p. 56.
1968: Commissioner of Labour, Annual
Departmental Report, 1967-68
(Hong Kong: Government Printer,
1968), p. 60.
1969: Information furnished by the





Finding enough workers has long been a major problem of
the industry. The labour shortage is especially keen in male
workers who are allowed to work in the night-shift(11:00 p.m.-
7:00 a.m.). Although a law allowing female workers to work at
night has been passed in this year, no spinning mill is able to
take this advantage because of the strict requirement of the law.
At the end of September 1969, there were 22 cotton spinning mills
reporting a total vacancy of 989 manual workers. 1 It means that
there were in average 45 vacancies in each of these factories.
According to statistics published by the Labour Department, the
total number of industrial establishment registered was 14,407,
the total number of workers employed was 539,712, and the total
number of vacancy was 18,566 in September 1969.2 18, 566 vacancies
in 14,407 industrial establishments represent not a serious problem.
There was only about 1.3 vacancy per industrial establishment, or
33 vacancies per thousand workers. However, in cotton spinning
industry, the figure shows that there were 32 vacancies per mill
(989 divided by 31), or 46 vacancies per thousand workers (21,279
divided by 989 and multiplied by 1,000). The serious shortage of
labour raised the wages and made it difficult for supervisors to
supervise workers. Production schedule was also often delayed.
The causes of labour shortage as a whole may be stated as follows:
(1) The rapid expansion of industry: The rapid growth of industry
1Information furnished by the Statistician of Labour
Department.
2Wah Kiu Yat Po, November 7, 1969.
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can be seen in Figure 3. In 1948, there Were only 1.266
factories and 63.873 employees, bit in 1968, the mumber of
factories was 12.279 and the number of employees reach
506.753
(2) Unefficient use of manpower : Unefficient use of manpower
source is one of the factors of labur shortage. For example
a truck drivber in the United States is also the one who unload
the cargo at the destination. In Hong Kong. a driver only
drives the truck, the work of unloading is performed by
other workers. He rests when the truck stops while others
are busy in unloading the cargo, and he works while others
are sitting in the truck dong nothing. This kind of waste
can also be seen in the case of lift attendance.
(3) Over-emphasis on age of worker : In Hong Kong industrialists
place too much emphasis on the age of workers. They prefer
those female workers who are 17 to 25 of age. Even for male
workers, they prefer those under 40. You can find only a few
older workers in most of the factories, said one of the sonior
staff in the labour Department.
(4) limited prospect : A worker will always be a worker if he stays
in industry. The opportunity for him to become a technician of
a supervisor is practically nil. after working for several
years in factories, may of them can foresee what their future




NUMBERS OF FACTOIES EMPLOYED 1948-88
NO. of Factories
No. of persons employed
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Labour shortage is the cotton spinaing industry is more
serious. Tae most important reason is that :rages in this industry
are low when compared with other, industries. An average worker
can usually get $400 a month in cotton spinning mills Mowever,
he can get double this Pay when he works in garment factories if
he knows how to handle a sewing mac Leine. Index of average daily
wages for different industrial workers can be seen in appendix 2.
Wages of selected workers in major industries in Hong Kong are
shown in Aopendix 3. Nevertheless, wages in cotton spinning
industry have increased quite a lot (refer to appendix 2) and
create a problem to industrialists. It is true that fringe
benefits in cotton spinning industry are high in comparision
with other industries. Ho-uever, workers in Hong Kong do not
care about fringe benefits., they care for how Euch mouey they
receive each day or each month. In one of the spinni gig mills
free dormitory accommodation is not welcomed by workers, and the
workers prefer $0.6 per day meal allowance instead of a free meal
costing about $1.00 provided by the mill.l
The future or prospect of a worker in spinning, mills is
also dim. Earning $400 a month is quite enough for a young person
having no family burden. But when he ,gets older and wants to get
1Information obtained from the author's private
interview with a personnel division head of a large spinning
mill on March 3, 1970.
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married, $400 is not sufficient to support a family especially
when he has children. Many o them can see this after
for several years in the mills. It is very difficult for a
worker to be promoted to the Dosition of supervisor. Therofore,
they learn. other skills such as driving which enable them to
earn Shore money in the :cuture or they save enough money. leave
the mill and to be hawkers. A hawker can usually carn more than
$600 a month. This was revealed by a senior staff in the iabour
Department.
Besid es, the unpleasant working place of spinning mills is
also one of the factors causing serious labour shortage. The
workshop is noisy, hot, wet and furl of small flying cotton fibres,
contrast with the air-conditioned workshop in electronic industry.
Workshop disciplines are strict while wore ers in garjaient factories
can listen to radio when working
All these accounted for the serious labour shortage in the
cotton spinnin industry. And this labour shortage makes the work
of a supervisor more difficult. This will be discussed later in
Chapter IV.
Labour turnover rate is very high in this industry. A
senior staff in one of the large spinning mills revealed that he
had to hire twenty-seven hundred new workers a year while the
total number of. porkers needed for full capacity operation is
30
only a little more than two thousand.1 While checking the Workers
Registration Records of a small mill, the author found that the
situation was even worse, its worker turnover rate was higher
than 150%.2
Source of Raw Materials and Market for Yarns
All the raw cottons are imported from foreign countries.
In 1968, the amount of raw cotton imported was 3,863,000 owt.
The main suppliers are the United States, Pakistan, East Africa
and Brazil. Table 7 shows the raw cotton imports in 1561, 1964
and 1968 respectively.
For textile products to enjoy British Commonwealth
Preference, they must contan 25% of weight of cotton or
synethie fibres produced in commonwealth countries. Thus, in
1968, the amount of raw cotton imported from Pakistan and East
African countries amounted to 1,763,000 owt.
Man-made fibre imports witnessed an eight-fold jump
during the past two years. In 1966, the import of man-made fibre
was $6.6 million; in 1968, the figure reached $58 million.3
1Information obtained from the auther's private interview
with a personnel division head of a large spinning mill on March 3,
1970.
2Data obtainod ouring the anther's plant observation on
March 10 and 11, 1970.








































































1 cwt. = 112 1bs.
source : Hong Kong Cotton Spin-leis Association
Total i48mports of man-made fibres from Japan amounted to
W.6 million in 1968, or about 60,E of total imports of man-made
fibres in that year. I171jorts f romp United Ringdom and U.S.A. were
$14.2 million and 5 million respectively.1
1 Ibid.
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Cotton yarns produced are riaintly consumedby pocal
weaving wills. this can be seem by comparing the production
and export figures in 1968.1
325 million lbs1968 cotton yarn production
1968 cotton ,Tarn exported 23 million lbs.
1968 cotton yarn consume locally 302 million lbs.
In fact, of the 29 members of H.K.C.S.A., 21 of them have
their own weaving sheds. In 1969, their total number of looms
was 9, 372, accounting for about of the total production
capacity of the weaving industry (23,862 looms).2 The principal
markets in 1968 arelisted below.3
1968
United Kingdom





In the 1950's, Taiwan, Pakistan, Thailand Cmd Indonesia
were Hong Kong's important buyers of cotton yarn. However, in
recent years, they produce the yarn by themselves and they even
compete with Hong Kong in the world marker.










SUXXTRISCRS IN HONG KONG
IUDUSPRY : I. GRNELAL
Supervisor Defined
Supervisors in this thesis rower to those foremen, assistaut
foremen, in-charge of in-charge as istants who are resyousibie for
manufacturing work in one or more processes (form opening to
packing. Supervisors in paintenance sivision, alectrice and
mechanical division and office are not includer. Care should
also be taken to the small group leaders who help the suporvisor
in sueorvision workers, teaching now workers, dispatching of work
and contrclling the input and output of their respective small
groups. They are not treated as supervisors in this theses.
or is the chinese term most commonly used in this
industry
Organization of the Spinming Will
Most spinning companies in Hong Kong are private limited
companies. Only six spinning companies have their stocks listed
in the local stock exchange. aq general or canization chart of
local spinning mills is shown in Figure 4.
The head office and the fmill of a spinning company are
separated. The head office is usually located in town town area
42
FIGURE 4







































If the spinning mill does not have weaving looms, there is no
such engineer.
Shift A : Horning Shift
Shift B : Day Shift
Shift C : Night Shift
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whilc the mill is located in Tsuen wan, Rwun Tong or other places
in kowioon and the New Territories.
The sales department is responsible for obtaining oraers
from buyers. It is also resporsible for the procuroment or raw
cotton and synethic ribres. Monthly producton plans and schedules
have to ve approved by the sales mangager. In many spinnig
companies, production plans and master schoanles are made by him.
In some spinning companies, the managing director is also the sales
manager.
The mill manager is responsible for all the activities in
the mill he manages. Sometimes, the manging director also keeps
this title, and a mill executive secretary will be in charge of the
mill in his absence. For spjinning mills having weaving looms, the
mill manager is also responsible for the weaving division.
Not all spinning mills have mill sub-managers. Some of them
may have two sub-manager, some of them may have only one. In some
spinning mills, a mill sub-manager is respousible for personnel and
general services of the mill while the mill manager is respousible
for productin
Under the n ill manager or mill sub-manager, there are
engineers. They head the weaving and electri and
mechanical divisions. The spinning engineer is assisted by two
assistant engineers, one in charge of production operatio and the
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other maintenance.
All the local spinning mills operate 24 hours a day under
three shifts. Morning shift is from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.;Day
Shift from 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.; and Night Shift from 11:00 p.m.
to 7:00 a.m. However, the mill managers, mill sub-managers,
engineers and assistant engineers usually work eight or nine hours
a day during the day time. Therefore, a man is needed in each
shift to take care of all the production operations in the
spinning or weaving division. He is called shift-in-charge.
The men who actually supervise the work in the production
rooms are the supervisors.The number of supervisors and the
number of production rooms each supervisor manages are different
from mill to mill, depending on the size and policy of the
spinning mill. All persons ranking from mill mananger to
supervisors are called "staff" in a spinning mill. They represent
the management side and they are entitlen to bonus.
A supervisor has a number of small group leaders to help
him in supervising workers, teaching new workers, dispatching of
work, and controllling the input and output of their own small
groups. They are promoted from workers and paid nigher wages.
There are three different kinds of small group leaders.Those
with a piece of red cloth embroicered around the apron are in
fact the supervisor's assistants, responsible for the dispatching
of work and machinery and also supervising workers. Those with a
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blue cloth embroidered aroun the apron are responsible for seeing
that the right input is being put into the machine and collecting
the output in their small groups. Those with a yellow cloth
embroidered around the apron rea reaponsible for teachimg and
looking after the new workers. Though they assist the supervison
in daily work, they are considered as workers.
At the bottom of the structure are the ordinary workers.
Some of them are paid at piece rates and some at daily rate.
According to works performed, the workers engaged in the production
process are classified by the Textile Industrial Committee of the
Industrial Training Advisory Committee as : blending tonder
scutcher tender, care tender, stripper, draving tender, sliver lap
tender, ribbon alp tender, comber tender, roving tonder, roving
doffer, spinner, yarn doffer, tape joiner, twistor wilder, reeler,
bundler, baler and yecker.1
Number of Supervisors and the Span of Control
Usually the larger companies haying more spdidles
workers have more supervisors. However, the number of supervisors
is not directly proportionate to the number of vorkers or the
number of spindles. This can be seen in Table 8. The number
of workers persupervisop varies form 28 to 92, and the number of
spindles per su ervi sor varies From 953 to 3,601. Sometimes a
1Textile Industrial Committee of I.T.A.C., Report of the
Colilldittee, Manpower Surve1 of Textile Industry (Hong Kong :
Government Printer, l968), pp. 78 - 80.
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swaller compoany (whether classiried by spindleage or number of
worker) may even have more supervisors than a larger one. This
may due to the following reasons :
(1) The efficiency of machines : The more efficiout or more
automatic the machine, the less is the need for supervisors.
(2) The policy of the management : The management may want to
have more supervisors so that the work load of cach supervisor
can be ecit ced wild the performance of supervisers may be improved,
or the management may want to have less supervisors so that the
Cost of production can be reduced.
(3) The plat layout : If a company has several mills located in
different districts, its nuver of supervisers will be greater
than those companies having the same amout of spiinsles
concentrated in one mill. Even within the same mill, a good
layout of machinery may also facilitate the work or supervision
and thus the numbe of supervisors can also be reduced.
For a small mill, two supervisors are needed in each shift
to take care os the first stage and the secend stage oreratious.
For a big one, there will be two or three supervisors in each stage
Each of thhem leading one or more production rooms. Sometimes they
may even have assistant su ervisors to help them.
How many workers can a supervisor be in charge of`? A
paragraph from Drucker's book is quoted here. 1
1Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management, phoonix Books
(London : Pan Books Ltd., 1968), p. 385.
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Therty years ago the typical supervisor in manufacturing
imdustry was responsible for the work of sixty or more
people. Today the typical production supervisor has no
more than twenty to twenty-five men under him.
The data in Table u shows that the average number of workers per
supervisor in teh spinnign companies under study is so --- doubles
the figure of or 20 or 25. In fact, none of the spinning corpanies
under study can reach this standard. In some companies, the figure
exceeds 80. One even reaches 92.
Just imagine what a supervisor can do with so many
responsibilitics--- he should be a liaison man between the
management and the workers; should be a leader; should be part of
the management; should be responsible for quality control, safety.
cost control waste control, method improvement and others; and
yet he should at the same time supervise as many as eighty or
ninety men! He may even not know the names of his workers.
A supervisor should use more of his time to be together
with his wen in order to know more about them : what they want and
how they response so that a friendly relationship can be established
between the supervisor and his workers. At present, the turnover
rate of workers is extremely as evidenced in the two examples
in page If the number of wupervisors increases so that there
is a smaller number of workers under etch supervissor, there will
be more time for the supervisor to get acquairitec with each of his
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TABLE 8
WORKERS PER SOFEPVISON=R SPEADLBS PER SUPXRVIVBORS
IN TIDE 14 SPENHIPG CORPARBES *
NO. of supervisor No. of workers workers/supervisor Bpindles/sup.
(total) (total) (average) (average)
Average no. of workers/supervisor : 10,611 + 213 = 50
Average no. of spjindles/supervisor : 439,080 + 213= 2,061
In order to avoid the identification of individusal spinning






























































workers. Friendly relationship wil lbe developed and lower
turnover rate of worker will result.
To increase the number of supervisor means a highter factory
over head. The increase of one supervisor may cost the mill an
additional expenses of 700 a year. The increace of there
supervisors (one for eacla shift) may mean 844,100 more a year.
But still it is worthwhile to do so if the cost of turnover of
Workers is taken into consideration. Besides, the work load of
a supervisor can be reduced and more time is available for him
to perform the other such as safety, cost control,
method improvement, erc.
Salary and Fringe Benefits
Salary and fringe bendfits system is rather complicated in
local spinning mills. In fact, it is difficult for a staff in a
spinning mil lto think of salary and fringe bonefits ssparately.
Honey received from items of fringe bencfits hay sometimes be
larger than the vasic salary.
Taoughh the system is rather complicated, it differs slightly
among different mills. Usually, the bsasic salary per month is
rather low, burt the sum of money gets from friage bencrits is quite
substantial. A salary and friage benefits system for a suporvisor
in a spinning mill is shown as below :
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Basic monthly salary startL frou8300
Pringe berefits :







Double pay in December of basic salary
Bonus in Chinese New Year about 4 months' basic salary
The frige benefititems in teh above Fist are only those
paid regularly in money together with basic salary. Other fringe
bencfits include marriage fift of 3130, free hostel (if living in
hostel, housing allowance will be reduced to a certain amount,
staff canteen, cooperative, medical care, paie holidays and various
kinds of entertainments.
The composition or teh salary and fringe benefits system
is nearly the same in all spinnign mills. The only difference is
the amount paid under each individual items.
Accordin., to the data gathered from teh study, the average
salary (including frimge benefits per month or a superviser varies
greatly among mills, from $750 to $2,000. Figure 5 shows the
supervisor's average salary in individual mills under study and
Table 9 shows the frequency distribution of tie supervisor's
average salary in these mills.
From Table 9 one will that there i all even
distribution among each salary group with the exception or the
$1,200 - $1,399 group which accounts for 35.7% (or 5/14) of the






THE SUPERVISOR'S AVERAGE SALARY IN TEH 14 INDIVIDUAT












THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOPERVISOR'S AVBEACE
SALARY IN THE 14 SPINNING COMPANIES
Salary (including
No. of mills Percentagefringe benefits)
Sbelow $1,000 21.43
$1,000 - $1,199 3 21.4
1,200 - $1,399 5 35.7
$1,400 or more 3 21 .4
TOTAL 14 99.9
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all these 14 mills is $1,225.
Table 10 shows the average salary of a supervisor in each
group of mills according to their size (i.e., prodection capacity).
Large splnning wills tead to pay higher salary than the middle-
sized ones, which in turn pay more than the small ones.
TABLE 10
THE AVERAGE SAIARY OF A SO ERVISOR CLASSIFIED BY
No. of Mills Average Salarysize
$1,6002Large (over 50,000 spindles)
6 $1,292Middle (25.000-49,999 spindles)
6Small (below 25, 000 spindles) $1,035
All the local spinning mills are operating 24 hours a day,
divided into three shifts. The supervisor works eight hours a day
However, tie has to go to the Ivoryshop twenty minutes cariier so as
to communicate and to check the output and the cror in environment
with the supervisor of the preceding shift. And Ec has to leave
twenty minutes later in order to do the same kind of work with the
supervisor of the following shift. The amoent of output received
from the preceding shift as well as amount produced by his
shit are forwaroed to the following shift and are all listed in
THE SIZE OF THE 14 SPINHIINNG MILLS BEING STUDIED
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a book which is called the "Shift Communication Book".Any
special happening such as machine broak-dewns and unusual amount
of wastage are also put down in this book. This is to clarify
the responsibility of eacrl shift.
There are no weekends, Sundays and public holidays for
supervisors. The local spinning are operating 24 hours a
day and 361 days a year (if it is not a leap year).
Usually, the supervisor working in the monring shift
(7:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.) gets a rest Gay every month. Those
work in the day shift or the night shift ger 2 rest days per
month. However, not all the spinnign mills are so generous. In
one of the spinning mills under stady, supervisor working in
morning shift get only 3 hours' rect (from noon to 3:00 p.m.) each
month, and those working in the day shift or the night shift get
a rest day per month.
A supervisor is said to have six paid holidays a year
including New Year day, the Eve of chinese New Year, Chinese New
Year day, the day following Chinese New Yeas, Chirig Ming festival
and Chun Yang Festival. In fact, a supervisor has to come back
to work in Chin Fes rival and Chun Yang Festivsal even
though he gets an extra pay. All told, they only get four paid
holidays a year.
A new law Calling for four rest days a month for all
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manual woricers and for all employees whose momthy salary below
$1,500 was passed yearly this year and became effective from
April, 1970. However, the effectiveness of his law on the
supervisor's rest day is doubtrea. Female workers are not allowed
to work more than 52 hours a week, but it is not uncommon to find.
them working over time (sometimes for as long as eight hours a
clay) in spinning mills, especially when production schedule is
tight or when there is a serious labour shortage.
Supervisor's Job in the Mill
Out of fourteen companies being studied, seven of them
reported that have job descriptions for their supervisors
However, Most of them refused to give the author their job
descriptions for either one of the following reason. They
considered job descriptions as their company they
were not willing give it to outsiders. Or, it was difficult
for them to provide a complete set of job descriptions because
descriptions of the supervisor's job were not well organized and
put into a booklet or a sheet instead, they were separately put,
down in various documents
However, the supervisors of some the companies reporting
having job descriptions said that they did not have any job
descriptions at all. There are two possible eXplanation for this
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contradiction in answers. The first one is that the companics
in fact have no such of documents, The second one is that
the companies do have such a socuillont but its cxistence was not
mown to the supervisors. No matter what the real cause may be,
it proves that supervisors are not well inforwed of what they
should do and. what their responsibilities and authority are.
However, many of the spinnign companics roporting Having no job
descriptions for their supervisors said all their supervisors
anew what they should do or what their responsibilities and
authority were, since practices among various mills were very
alike.
A copy of Job descriptions of the supervisor is obtained
from one of the spinning companies. The copy comtains tvelve pages.
The first two pages describe the work in the blowing room. The
third page describes the wages of various workers in the blowing
room. And the other pages are time tables of various maintenance
work in the Maintenance Department and the Nechanical and Mlectrid
Department. It can hardly be called a job description for
supervisors.
It is therefore safe to say that most spinning companies
do not have well written job descriptions for supervisors. That
a supervisor should do and what his responsibilities and authority
are, are not well defined.
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Of the fourteen staffs working or having worked in
spinning mills, ten of them said that the supervisor's job is
mainly to find enough workers to work in his cection, and to
produce what is wanted according to scheduie. It seems that the
spinnign industry regards these two things as the only jobs of
a supervisor.
In recent years, spinning mills pay much attemtion to safety.
This can be seed by their willingness to send their complyees,
including supervisors, to atted the sagety training courses
rovleed by the Labour Department. Supervisors then are oxpected
to have the respohsibilities of safely in the workeshop.
Most of the supervisors express that their main difficulty
is the finding of enough workers to work in their sections. At the
end of Dacomver, 1969, there were altogether 22 spinning mills
reporting a total of 989 vacancies for manual workers. The problem
of labour shortage and turnover has already been discussed in Chapter
III. What annoys the supervisor most is that they have to assume
the reporting or hiring enough worker to work in his section.
In of labour shortage,they are in a very awkwark position.
The mills have their personnel divisions. But the work of most of
these divisions seems to be that of a clerical one. Their mai
work is to keep employee records, pay wages to workers, place
Posters in front of the mill or advertise in newspapers for the
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hiring or workers, make apointments for employecs to see the
the mill doctor, see that lavetories of the mill are clcanod
and arrae officc parties. They Qo very little in relieving the
work of the supervisor. The supervisor, besides supervising the
operative works, has to be involved in hiring workers in his
section, arranging workers' holiday and approving sick leave.
It is true that personnel divisions do engage in the job of hiring
workers, but most of them hardly go beyone the placing of
advertisements and posters. It is often the supervisor who
actively asks people to come to work in his section. When there
are not sufficient workers in his section and production is
therefore delayed, it is the supervisor imstead of the personnel
division to be blaned. The supervisor is then in a very difficult
positon. In order to retain his workers and to ask his men to
introdue new workers, a sucervisor has to be "kind" to his
workers. But at the same time the suffers from the pressure from
above to maintain discipline in teh workshop. Sometime he may
have to lent his workers money to keep them stay in the mill.
This is especially true a few days before the pay day . If he does
not lend them money , they will go to work in another mill for one
or two days. In such case y they can get the money immcdiately
after a day's work is finished. It is estimated by a starr in a
large mill that one third of the salary of a supervisor in samll
Mills is spent for this purpose. If a superyisor cannot keep his
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workers or if he cannot find enough workers, he is likely to be
fired. In times of serious labour shortage, a mill may hire anyone
as a supervisor if he can bring with him enough workers.
It is true that a supervisor's performance can be judged
partly by the number of his workers who left him in a certain peried
of time. But there are factors that a supervisor cannet contrel,
such as workers' wages, fringe benerits and working environment.
A worker may leave the mill not because he does no tlike his
supervisor, but because he can earn higher wages or get more fringe
benefits in other mills.
In order to maintain disciplines in the workshop, to
increase productivity and to relieve the supervisor from his
awkward position the primary responsibility of hiring workers
should be placed on the personnel division, the supervisor is
only in the position of giving assistance. However, a supervisor
should be responsible for comparatively high labour turnover.A
personnel division head of a large spinning mill made the following
comment on Labour turnover:"We are disappointed at the performance
of many of our supervisors. We supply them with a large number of
workers but they let their workers go. Cur wages are hight when
compared with other mills, but our workers keep leaving. There are
two good supervisors in our mill. Labour turnover is low in their
section. Their workers inform them of their departure several days
before so that there is ample time for them to find replacement.
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They a so have tine co-operation of these woekers to Leave
scveral days later when production schedule is tight. They
ARE supervisors. "
The mills seem to pay little attention to the other
Functions of a supervisor besides "hirng enough workers and
produce the goods wanted according to the schedule." In fact,
Supervisors in spinning mills subervisc too many people and assume
too difficult a task (personnel relations with his workers) that
they can hardly find any time to study the possibility of method
improvement, wasto contro and alike. Besides, many of then do
not have a good. educational to accept new concepts and
techniques. They are even reluctrant to change. thorerore, as
discussed before, the number of supervisors should be increased
and attention should be paid to their educational background when
diring new supervisors.
The turnover of Supervisors
0f the fourteen companies, two of them refusd to disclose
Months. Out of a total of 165 supervisors there were 85 loft the
mills during the last 12 months. The turnover rate was 275. This
figure may be under-estimated because the compenies want to hold
their company image in the eyes of an outsider, The high wurmover
the number of supervisors resigaed or laid in the past 12
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may be due to the following reasons :
(1) Some supervisors may be induced by overeas textile mills,
for they can get a much higher pay by working abroad.
(2) Some supervisors may change their career. This is espccially
true for teh II. K.T.C. graduates.1
Dxpansion of the industry may accelerate the turnover of
supervisors. A new will means new teciunical staffs required.
There new tecimical staffs may be promoted promoted from the existing
will ofr hired from other mills. Either way will accelerate
the turnover of supervisors. This is especially turn when
there is a change of senior staffs, such as wil lmanagers,
because they usually bring along quite a number of their
old-time subordinates.
(4) ravrnover clue to retirement o su erv sors or senior technical
staffs.
Some mills regarded supervisors of other mills as their only
source of supervisors. This may incracase the turmover of
Supervisors.
Peop e in the spinning incustry know each other very well. It
generates the movility of supervisors. The a supervisor is
dissatisfied with the management, he can move to other mills
more easily if he is well acquainted with people working in
other spimiin mills.
From the standpoint of the management, high turnover rate
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is not desirable since it may incwease salaries and de-stabilize
employment. However, on the other hand, the right of any comployed
to look for a better opportunity cannot be questioned.
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CIDVFRSR V
INDUSTRY : II. a CHTUITMENT SRECTION
Recruitment and Selecton in Goneral
Recruitment is considered as the positive couaterpart of
selection. It brinks all the potontial compan personnel to the
plant or office while selection elimiuato all but the post
suitable candisates. To make the recruitment offective, the
recruiting division should be well co-ordinated and should
communicate with other units fo teh organiztion.
Recruitment
(1) Information Necded : Before the recruiting activities are
carried out, various kinds of information are needed. These
include job vacancy information, turnover
information and forecasting informaton.
(2) Sources of Recruitment : Recruitment be from within or
from outside, or a comvination of both. Recruitment from
within is implemented through promotions, transfers or sometimes
even demotions (exceptional cases). This is now a widely accopted
policy. Recruitment from outside arises when a company finds
SURMRVIHCRSB IN HONG KONG COTTON SPINWING
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that the vacant positions cannot be filled by its present
employees or it finds that it can obtain more capable employees
through this practice. The methods used in this form of
recruitment usually include: (a) personal applications,
(b)nomination by present employees, (c) advertising,
(d) recruit from competitors' plant or office, and (e)
recruit from schools and colleges. Other organizations such
as employment agencies, labour unions and fraternal organizations
are also effective sources available for recruiters.
(3) Source Evaluation : To maintain an effective recruitment system,
a continued evaluation should be made on various sources.
Evaluation should be based on the considerations of quality,
quantity and acquisition time.A given source's effectiveness
can be judiged by its ability to supply the potential personnel
with desired qualities in terms of performance, future growth,
discipline and turnover. It can also be judged by the quantity
of potential candidates that it can supply and by the time it
needs in recruiting (e.g. educational ipstitutions can furnish
a large number of candidates shortly before or after the summer
vacation).
Important though recruiting is, its function is merely to
bring potential personnel to the company. To pick out the most
desirable candidates is the job of selection.
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Selection
(1) Fersonal Qualities: First of all, selection should be closely
devetailed to job specifications.To meet job specification
requirements, certain personal qualities have to be evaluated
in the selection process. These usually include:
(a) Skill: It is probably the most universally considered
quality. For manual labour, it is the most important
factor.
(b) Experience: The value of experience has had wide acceptance,
either in the selection of workers or management people.
(c) Age: For many jobs, age may be the crucial factor. In the
electornic industry, workers over thirty are not admitted.
For other jobs, such as company executives, people under
twenty-five may not be considered.
(d) Sex: Sex is an obviously important factor for many types
of positions and jobs. Supervisors or Foremen in the
spinning industry are mostly male, especially in the
night shift where all the workers are men, there is no
female supervisor.
(e) Education and training: These qualifications are regarded
both as marks of the abilities of the individual and in
many cases as definite specirications for certain jobs.
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(f) Physical characteristics: Measurabie piysical qualitie
such as strength, vision and hearing{ iay be important in
many jobs, such as po! icemen, and they are consics.ereci as
crucial factors.
(g) Appearance: Sometimes appearance such as neatness and
conservative dress will affect one' is per.±'ormarice and
they are considered as elements for corl.sideration.
(h) Intelligence, initiative and ingenuity: Those qualities are
frequently listed in job specifications but theyr are probably
the qualities that are most difficult to identify.
(±} Personality: It is one of the most important factors in
selection, especially for jobs at the top management level.
rte,iAis is also difficult to identify.
(j) Others: Such as maturity, emotional stability and aptitudes.
(2) Tools in Selection:
(a) Application blanks: This is a devise widely used in the
selection process.
(b) Employment interivews: Nearly all selection programs
include one or more interviews. Some of the interviews
are patterned interviews where questions are tailor-made
in a form. Others may be co .ducted by experts. or some,
a panel or board is used. 1o lever ,ervies+rs arc pensive
and time-consuming. It a so involves the danger of pyre jtidice,
t'he halo effect and the stereotyping effect.
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(c) Testing : Formal testing programs have become increasingly
common in the selection process. Achievement tests measure
what the applicant can do and what tasks he can perform
right now. Trade tests measure the applicant's trade
knowledge and his skill in the trade. Intelligence tests
provide a measure of the applicant's intelligence quotient,
montal ability and reasoning. Aptitude tests measure one's
potential abilitics. Interest tests are designed to discover
what the person's interest is and thus to suggest what type
of work may suit him. There are also tests for measuring
one's personality and emotional stability.
(d)Reference and physical examination: Reference is also
used in today's selection process.Names of reference are
usually included in the application blanks. Letters of
recommendation, testimonials or "to whom it may concern"
letters are also needed in the interview. However, the
usefulness of reference is rather limited: applicants
usually ask those who will speak well of them to be their
references, and references may be reluctant to provide
critical or unfavorable information. Physical examinations
are used widely. Most firms and public agencies require
that an applicant have a physical examination before he is
hired.
itecrul tment of Supervisors in Kong; Kan
Cottton Spinning Industry:
he Supply Bide
TLie re are i'our main sources of suppjy of supervisors in
local spinning industry: supervisors trained by the mills, Hong
Kong Technical College graduates, supervisors promoted from workers
and supervisors reeruited from overoeas.1
Supervisors Trained bv tlie Kill
There are three Kinds of supervisor-trainee: H. K. ?.C
graduates, university graduates and high school graduates. However,
in the discussion under this sub-heading, only high school and
university .graduates are included, ti• n T. G. graduates will be
discussed under another sub-heading. The reasons Tor separating
are: (a) to avoid. over 1 appirig oT Tigures proviciecL by if.i 1.T. G.,
(bj the training provided by the .mill Tor K• X.• T. C. graduates is
no more than work shop practical, and {c} tsough n..m, T. G, graduates
are called trainees in the mill, they are, in Tact, supervisor
assistances assuming some authority and responsioilities•
Of the Tourteen spinning companies being studies, twelve of
them provide training Tor supervisors• 'Trie total cumber ci supervisor
Hiring supervisors from other Tactcries is a quick and easy-
way of Ti riding a supervisor. Xn Tact most of the spinning mills use
this method in hiring the man they need. hot only is supervisor
hired in this way, but also manual w or leers, technicians, s il ft-un¬
charge, engineers or even mill managers. However, this practice
cannot increase the total number of supervisors in the spinning
industry, although it does increase the turnover of supervisors,
Therefore, it is not treated as one of the sources of supply of
supervisors Tor the industry.
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trainees is 119(this figure includes only high school graduates
and university graduates), or 56% of the number of presont supervisors.
However, the figure of 119 does not mean that the local spinning
companies will provide 119 new suporvisors each year. The time for
training a supervisor in this way is two to three years for the high
school and university graduates, and the local spinning companies
usually recruit their supervisor-trainees only once every two or
three years. Besides, trainees may leave the mill before the
training program is finished. In order to calculate the supply
of supervisors, it is assumed that all the existing training courses
will be cmpleted within these two years(1970 and 1971). It is
further assumed that the ratio of no. of graduates/no.of existing
trainees is 7/8 for the large spinning mills and 1/2 for the small
and medium ones.1 Then the total number of new supervisors provided
by the 14 spinning mills thomsolves in these two years will be 74
and the average number of now supervisors per year is 67. The
calculation is shown below:
1From the interviews,the author found that the ratio of
no. of graduates/no. of trainees at the beignning of training program
is 2/3 for the large mills and 1/4 for the small and medium mills.
However, at the time of this study is made, all of the training
program began some time ago. As a consequence, the ratio of no. of
graduates/no. of existing trainees will be higher than the ratio of
no. of graduates/no.of trainees at the beginning of training
program since the figure of 119 does not inclnde those trainees who
left the mills before this study is made. It is highly probable that
the no. of graduates/no. of existing trainees will be 7/8 for large
mills and 1/2 for small and medium ones.
Total no, of supervisor-trainees in large mills: 41
Noo of graduated from largo mills in these two years:
41 x 7/8 =35
tal no. of su
Total no. of supervisor-trainees in small and. medium
mills :78
No•• of graduates from the small and medium mills in
these two years: 78x1/8=39
Average no• of new supervisors vrrcvi ed by the 14 s oinning
However, not all. of these 37 new supervisors go to toe
spinning division• Host of the spinning companies have weaving
division also• Calculated from the data provided in the questionnaire;
the ratio of weaving supervisors and spinning supervisors in the 12
spinning companies having supervisory training program is 103: 189•
If this ratio remains unchanged, the number of new supervisors go to
spinning division will only be 26. Therefore, there will be about
26 new supervisors provided by the 14 spinning companies for the
26 now supervasors providod by the 14 spinning comanies for the
spinging industry in oaoh of these two yoars.
The term 1I.IC.T.C. graduates refers to those graduates of
the three courses provided, by the Department of Textile Industries.
This department is relatively new, first offering courses in textile
teelmology in January 1956. Not all the courses offered by the
department are concerned with spinning. Only three out of eleven
are mainly for spinning. They are Higher Jeiuioma in Textile
Technology, Ordinary hip lorn a for Texti e Technicians and
final and Intermediate Technicians' Certificate in Spinning.
The first two are the full-time co-arses wTii.no the third one is a
part-time evening course mainly for these who are working in spinning
Pard-tiem evening codrse mainay for these the are working in spinging
mills. The last one, with a duration of four years 5 have 200
1
c; -hurl on ts.
To avoid overlapping of the number of supervisor-trainees,
students of the part-time evening course is not included in the
calculation of the supply of supervisor since most of them are
supervisor-trainees in spinning mills (revealed by the senior staffs
of H.K.T.C. and further ensured from the taIkings with the executives
s
in s pilining mills;
The number of students in the textile technology courses in
2
session 1969- 70 is listed below:













Therefore, if all the final year students pass the
examination, there will be 33s,haduaces- the potential supervisors
for spinning mills. However, not all the graduates, want to go to
spinning mills. The employment records in the Department of Textile
Industries of H.K.T.C. show that of all the 198 graduates of the
Textile Technology courses from I960 to 1969, only 100 or about 50.
u
of them worked in spinning mills If this ratio remains the same
X
Interview with senior staffs of the Department of Textile
Industries, Hong Kong Technical College.
2Ibid.
3
Data from the Department of Textile Industries, H.K.T.C.
this year, then 17 graduates will go to wort in the spinning
companies ana if the ratio of 10 3 log r era a ins uncUaii; ed, then
only 11 out of 17 will go to wor e as sunrvisors in the s uinrii:!..
(' ivi s i on o f the s pi mi ins; c oilman i o s.
Therefore, the K. I .1.1. wild provide 11 supervisors .for
the spinning industry this 'ear (1 y' 0 j on a about If for next year
171 j 11 all the 8 fuuents pass the sxainx va tion.
In fact, the demand if or graduates is always too pre a t for
the College to satisfy. its Depart ant of Textile industries did
want to have mo are students enrolled, but clue to the 1 aching; of
teaching- staffs, the number of students had to bo reduced. for
example, in. the session of 1969- 70, the College planned to have
Co students enrolled in Year X of the Higher Diploma course in
Textile Toelmology, but they could only have 20.
A plan has been made to set up a polytechnic college in 1374
in order to provide more technic manpower to all industries. It is
planned to have 4,000 students enrolled, in the full-time courses,
and 20,000 students in the part-time courses in this college.
However, all the details have yet to be wo idee ci out and whether
this polytechnic college can really provide more supervisors for
the spinning; industry in the future is still not known.
Data from the Denar tmoslt of Textile Indus tries, Honm a lorn
X Q Cilti i nnl Hnl 1 a rpa
Supervisors Promoted Prom Porkers
It is by no means easy for an ordinary worker to become a
supervisor. It usually takes him ten years or more to be promoted
to the rank op supervisor. Though difficult it is, examples for an
ordinary worker to become a supervisor are not rare. In Pact, one
of the fourteen companies lists it as the mostly favoured source of
supply of supervisor; Pour out of fourteen list it as the next
favoured source; and another three view it the same as other sources.
Supervisors Recruited from Overseas
Several years ago, one of the spinning companies used to
hire supervisors from Taiwan. However, this practice was later
abandoned. No supervisor was reported as being hired from overseas
in the study. In fact, local supervisors are being hired away by
overseas spinning mills, especially those in Africa, Singapore and
Thailand where textile industries are growing at a rapid rate. In
the trouble years of late forties and early fifties, quite a number
of supervisors came to Hong Kong from Mainland China together with
a substantial inflow of capital. Their knowledge of the trade as
well as their skill contributed significantly to the rapid
deve lopment o f Hong Kong c o 11 on s pinn ing inclu s t ry• How eve r, t hi s
source is no longer available today.
Evaluation of Sources of Supply
Question Iras been asked by tire author about company's
preference with regard to the five sources of supervisors as
mentioned above. The result as shown below:
No. o f G ompanie s
reporting
hiost favoured
N o„ o f C o m p an i e s
rep orting
n e x t f a v o u r e dSources
Graduates f rom H.K. T. G
Supervisors from Taiwan or
Mainland China
Supervisors promoted from wo rice rs
Supervisors of other mills






One company reported having no preference between (c) and (e)
One company reported having no preference between (d) and (e)
One company reported having no preference among (c), (d) and (e)
One company reported having no preference among (a), (c), (d) and (e)
Evaluation of Graduates from Ii.K.T.C.
(1) Their strong theoretical background puts them in a better position
for future development or promotion. A company that is future-
minded would most welcome such graduates.
(2) The training they received, in the College enables them to know
what a good supervisor should do. The author had met fourteen
staffs working or having worked in spinning mills and asked them
what the supervisor's job should be. Only four of them were able
to give the right answer, and two of these four were Ii.K.T.C.
Though supervisors of other mills is not regarded as a
source for the spinning industry as a whole, it is regarded here as
a source for individual mills.





(3)They known the, production process in spinning aid Tveaving so
that they are capable to be in charge of any production room
or even the quality control and the maintenance sections.
Their capability in diverse fields makes it easier for the
management to dispatch the won s.
(4) The techniques they learned in the College may be somewhat
different from what are used in local spinuing mills so that
they can introduce now ideas to the mills.
They have a better knowledge about the whole environiiment.
Also, they can more easily adjust themselves to change and
accept new ideas.
(6) However, their trunover rate is the highest. There are
several reasons for this. They are not accusttoued to the
unpleasant environment in the minm and find that life
in the mill is hard, especially in ni h t shift. After
a year or two, they change their career by werking as saies
representatives or in the office. They may not be welcomed
by their fellow supervisors or their direct boss because
these people think that they i hinder their promotion
opportunity or endanger their present posi Lion. Sometimes
they may even be forced out of the mills by these people
A check with the employmont record of the dcparimeat of Textile
Industries of H.k.T.C. shows that the graduates have a
tendency to enter a spinning mill as a group, This may due
to the feeling of security or strength when they have formed
a small group. However, if one of the members of the group
is dissatisfied with the management of the mill, other members
may share the same feeling, and they will leave the mill one
after another. This is a fact experienced by one of the mills.
This kind of high turnover rate makes the mills hesitant in
hiring H. K. T. C. graduat es
(7) They have no experience in handling human problem which are very
important in the cotton spinning industry where there is a
serious shortage of labour. They always face the problem of
ge11ing enougli workers to work in their sections.
Evaluation of Supervisors from Taiwan or mainland China
(1) In the opinion of the mills, supervisors from this source were
hard wo rki 11 g peop 1 e•
(2) The turnover rate of these supervisors was low. This is because
they were not well acquainted with local people in the trade,
therefore the opportunity for them to be hired away by other
mills was low.
(l) Many of them, especially those from Taiwan, had received
institutional training so they had the good qualities of
H.K.T.C. graduates,
h) However, they did not know how to speak Cantonese which is the
most popular dialect among workers, and the workers did not
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understand their Mandarin. This makes communication difficult.
(5) They did not understand the local customs and social
environment.
Evaluation of Supervisors Promoted from Workers
(1) They are probably well experienced in dealing with human
relations. They understand the workers well and they are
usually the real leader of their men.
(2)They know the worke in their sections very well.
(3)It is a good management policy to provide opportunity of
advancement for workers. The morale and motivation of the
workers may thus be raised.
(4)They have too little theoretical background. They only know
how to do a job, not why to do it.
(5) They only know the works in their own section, but ignorant
of the works of other sections.As a result, they are not
suitable for transfer. They provide no flexibility for the
management in the dispatching of work.
(6)As a consequence of (4) and (5), they are not capable for further
advancement.
(7) They are usually the people who are most reluctant to change.
(8) There may be a possibility that they will suppress their workers,
especially if they had been suppressed before as workers.
(9) Since they are promoted from workers, their attitude and
standpoint may still be on the worker's side although they
are now considered as part of the management•
Evaluation of Supervisors of Other Mil1s
(1) They are immediately available, no training is needed
(2) This is little doubt concerning their ability and capability.
(3) They may bring with them quite a number of workers. This helps
solve labour shortage problem in the small mills where anyone
who is able to bring along a certain number of workers is
accepted as supervisor.
(k) To the industry as a whole, this kind of job hopping is not
a good phenomenon. It only increase the turnover rate and
raises cost.
Evaluation of Supervisors Trained by the Mills
(1) They also have the theoretical background which enables them
to be capable for further advancement.
(2) They also know the production process in spinning and weaving
so that they are capable to be in charge of any production room
or even the quality control and the maintenance sections. They
provide management with f lexibili t}r in work dispatching,,
(j) Since what they learned are the techniques or practices now
used in the mills, they are not able to present any new ideas
for improvement.
(4) Training supervisors ie expensive. According to a senior staff
of a spinning mill, tire cost of training a supervisor was about
$7500 ten years ago. Today, to train a supervisor costs about
$8,000• The calculation ox cost is as follows:
Supervisor-trainee 1 s average sala.ry per month (including
fringe benefits) in the 12 spinning companies providing
supervisory training: §432
Actual time of training: 18 months
Total training cost per supervisor-trainee: 84-32 x 18 §7776
The cost of §7 776 does not include the costs of planning and
carrying out the training programs.
(5) The turnover rate of supervisors from this source is also high.
When the contract expires, the trained supervisor always looks
for jobs in other mills. This fact can perhaps be better
explained by the words of a shift-in-charge who was once a
supervisor-trainee himself. We didn't like the way our first
mill manager treated us. He used to think that we owed him
something because he had trained us to be a supervisor. And
he wished us to pay him back by being loyal and completely
obedient to him. But lie paid us a low salary in comparison
with other mills. Therefore, we left the mill one after the
other after the contract expired.''
After receiving training for 18 months, supervisor-trainees
are sent to the workshop for practice and receive some responsibilities.
At this stage, they actually do something for the mill so the salary
they receive is not considered as cost to the mill.
Talking with a shift-in-charge during the author's plant
Observation on March 10. 1Q70.
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(6) Training needs time. Supervisors are not immediately availabie
when required.
Conclusion on Evaluation
After considering the advantages and disadvatages of various
sources of supervisor, it seems that H.K.T.C. graduates and those
trained by local mills are the better sources.The reasons for
this kind of impression are as follows:
(1)Supervisors from Taiwan and Mainland China are either ignorant
of the Hong Kong situation or are no longer available.
(2)The educational level of Hong Kong workers is very low. Many
workers have not completed their primary courses. It is
impossible for them to fulfill all the functions of a supervisor.
Some may argue that on-the job training will stregthen their
ability. However, their educational level is so low that it
is difficult for them to learn and they may even be reluctant
to learn. The future of the spinning industry depends largely
on high productivity which in turn requires a strong force in
the supervisory level. And a supervisor promoted from worker
can hardly perform the function of a good supervisor.
(3)Looking for supervisors in other mills will only raise the
salary and turnover rate of the supervisor, and it is certainly
not to the good of the industry.
Recruitment of Supervisors in Hone Kong
Cotton Spiniiing incistry:
the Doraana Side
The demand of supervisors depends on the future expansion
of the industry, the number o£ supervisors shi£ting to other
industries or hired away by overseas spinning mills, and the rate
of normal wastage such as retirement, death and promotion. The
analyses of these three elements are presented, below:
The Future Expansipn or the Industry
Spinning is the first stage in the manufacturing process
of textile industries. Its future depends heavily on the future
of textile industries as a whole. Most of the foreign markets
for Hong Kong textile products are limited by agreements and quotas.
Textile exports and quotas set by the major markets are shown in
Appendixes 5, 6 and 7. No one can know what will happen when the
agreement expires, In fact, many of the agreements will expire
this year, including agreements with such major buyers as United
Kingdom, U,S,A, and Canada. Britain will abandon the quota system,
but is going to impose a ipp tariffs on Commonwealth textile imports
in 1972, The attitudes of Canada and U.S.A, are not yet clear.
However, U.S.A. has already called for textile exporting-countries
to cooperate in limiting their exports to the States arid is now
having a hard bargain with Japan, her major supplier of textile goods,
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It seems that the future of the cotton spinning industry depends
heavily on the attitudes of the importing countries. Nevertheless,
the competitive strength of textile goods in the foreign markets
can still be analysed and treated as part of the basis for the
foreceasting of the future of the industry.
Wages in Hong Kong are now the second highest in South
East Asia, next only to Japan. The rate of wage increase is
also tremendous. According to local industrialists, the rate
of wage increase last year was 20%, which will probably continue
this year.1 wages in Hong Kong are close to those in Japan, but
60% higher than those in Malaya and Singapore, 70% higher than
in Thailand, 100% higher than in Pakistan, and 100% higher than
Indonesia.2
Hong Kong no longer has the advantage of cheap labour
cost. For the spinning industry, it suffers both from the rising
cost in labour and raw materials and from the falling price of
yarn. In the first quarter of this year, the price of high-count
yarn fell by about $180 perbundle and the price of blended yarn
fell by about $120 per bale. However, to produce a ble of yarn
the cost of raw materials increase by $60, cost of administraticus
and wages by $20, bank interess and warchouse charges by $10
general office expenses by $10, and the total of increased cost is
1Wah Kiu Yat po, April 7, 1970, p.1 of sheet No.5
2Ibid
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$100 per bale.1 While Hong Kong is suffering from rising costs,
her neighbouring countries, such as Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand
and Indonesia, are developing their own textile indistrues and
become competitiors of Hong Kong. Hong Kong's ability to compete
rests mainly on the productivity of the industry.
It is estimated that the growth of the spinning industry
will be slower because of the lower profit margin ,the uncertainly
involved in sales, and the large capital investment required. To
install 10,000 spindles, the total investment required will be
$10,000,000.2 Whether a spinning company can earn more than
$1,000,000 per year in order to pay back the initial investment
in 10 yarns is highly doubtful.
Despite the doubtful future of the industry, at least two
of the big spinning companies are planning to increase their production
capacity by installing more than 10,000 spindles each later this year.
There is also indication (the increase of the number of supervisors)
that other mills will also increase their spindleage.
of the fourteen spinning companies being studied, six of them
reported that they would increase their number of supervisors twelve
months later. The total number of increase is estimated at 29 for
the 14 spinning companies. For the whole spinning industry, the
number will be 58 (29x2).
1Wah Kiu Yat Po, April 17, 1970, p.1 of sheet No.5
2Wah Kiu Yat Po, January 19, 1970, p.1 of sheet No.5
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Spinning Hills
Life in the spinning mills is rather hard• Many supervisors
change their career whenever they have the opportunity«, For those
who are promoted from workers, there may not be much op-portmnity
for them to change• But for the H• K.. T, 0• graduates, the oDDortunity
is great. They may leave the mill.to become sales respesentative,
foremen in government departments, or to study abroad. The
em loyment record of n.K.'d.G. graduates shows that, of the 100
II.K.T.C. graduates who worked in spinning mills, 26 left the mills•
And this figure of 26 is a very conservative one because there were
graduates who. left the mill without informing- the College.
The neighbouring countries of Hong Kong such as Taiwan,
bingapore, lnaiis.no. ana Indonesia aria tne ierican countries sue Li¬
as Ghana and 1-Timeria are experiencing a rapid growth in textile
industries« Technical staffs in Hong Kong textile industries are
being siphoned off to serve new textile mills newly established
in these countries. Just how many have been siphoned, off is
not Ha own-from the Labour Department and- the Immigration Department.
Therefore, only estimates made hy the executives of the mills a-re
available• According to their estimate, there were o.bo nt three to
four new mills established in the above mentioned countries bv Hoiw
Kong textile enterpr en en r s lost year. Bach of these mills reouired.
about four supervisors and two technical staffs of the higher rani;,
who were usually recruited from Horig hong. Therefore, it is
estimated that a total of 20 technical staffs were needed last
year, If the situation is the same this year, another 20
teclinical staffs will be bid away.
Rate of Normal Wastage
Suppose the rate of normal wastage such as retirement,
death or promotion is 3f at the supervisory level, the number of
new supervisors required due to this cause alone will be 6
(213 x 3p) in the fourteen spinning companies being studied.
Hatching of Supply and Demand
In matching; the supply and demand of supervisors, only
those trained by the local spinning mills and. the H.K. T.€. are
considered as sources of supply, since they are the only two
sources that provide the industry with good supervisors. Those
coming from other spinning mills can only increase the number of
supervisors in individual mills, but not the industry as a whole.
Those promoted from workers can hardly fulfill, the demanding job
of a supervisor, and therefore this source is also not included.
.Talcing mill-trained and H.K.T.C .-trained together, the total
number of new supervisors available will be 37 at the end of 1970
and hk at the end of 1971 The demand in the first quarter of 1971
will reach b7. The calculation is shown below:
Figures in the calculation are based on the analysis in
the preceding pages«
The Demand Side (in the first quarter of 19?l)
Increased demand by the Xk spinning mills




Wnrnhfir of now «iinfirvisors needed to replace those
noinr: abroad this veai 20
Number of new supervisors needed to replace th
no rna1 was tant
Number of new supervisors needed to replace those
shifting to other industries
Total
The Supply Side
Available at the end of 1970
New supervisors trained by the l4 spinning
rrH 1 i p,
Pro .iected number of new supervisors trainee
bv the whole industry: 26 x 2
H. IC. T. C. g r adu a t e£
Total
Available at the end of 197







Next year, there will be 2k vacancies of supervisors in
the spinning industry, which may have to be filled by selection
from the existing workers. If the situation continues this way,
the average quality of supervisors in the sjoinning industry will
be deteriorate. Perhaps the only way to solve the problem is to
train :more supervisors by the mills themselves, since the H.N.T.C,
can only provide a limited number of graduates each year due to
lack of teaching staffs. It is also impossible to prevent
existing supervisors from accepting overseas employment because
the mills can hardlv be expected to pay their supervisors twice
their existing salaries 1 in order to compete with overseas mills.
There may be a time, perhaps live years later, that high school
graduates are willing to go to the Tactcry as worhers• There are
thousands of high school graduates leaving schools and looking lor
jobs each year• However, with limited costs o He reel, by the
commercial Tiros, they mav be forced to work in the factory in.
order to earn a living, Only by that time can the mills expect
to train their workers to become successful supervisors.
Tb e R e c ru i t m en t P r a c t i c e
Recruitment practices in local spinning companies are rather
simple• dienever they have a vacanc of supervisor, they begin the
recruiting activities. Recruitment may or may not need to have the
premission from the head office. Out of the 14 spinning companies
being studies, ten of them need to obtain the permission from the
head office. After the permission is obtained, or even before the
new supervisors. Usually such recruiting activities as spreading
the news to employees, looking for potential candidates inside
and outside the mill and advertising are done by the mill. From
the study, ten out of fourteen place the responsibilities of
recruiting on the mill, one on the head office and three on both
the head office and the mill.
Several means are being used to draw prospective applicants.
The most popu1ar ones are the nomination by the. present employees
and the advertisement in newspaper. lleven companies reported that
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they adopted the mean of nomination by present employees. The
means of advertisement in newspaper is also used by eleven
companies. Recruiting from existing workers is used by six
companies and contact with H.K.T.C. is used by five. Usually,
several means are used simultaneously.
Some of the spinning companies do rorecast the future
needs of supervisors one to three years ahead. They train their
own supervisors to meet the futurc requirement or to make
preparations for replacement.Others may simply look for
supervisors when vacancies appear.
Nomination by present employees is an effective means in
drawing in candidates with desired qualities and requirements.
People in spinning industry know each other quite well, whenever
there is a vacancy, the news spread over rapidly. People who do
not satisfy with their prosent jobs may soon apply through
nomination by their friends who work in the mill having vacancy.
However, it may lead to the forming of family cliques and inner
circles of close friends. It may also bring about difficulties
and embarrassing feeling to management.
Advertisement in newspapers may bring about a large number
of candidates who are not qualified. A lot of time may be wasted
in screening these candidates.
Recruiting from existing workors may raisoe the morale of
workers but workers can hardly be expected, to carry out efficiently
tlie complicated, functions of a. supervisor
Contact with K.K.T.C. can only be used during June, vfuiy
an d Au gu s t wh en gra du ates a re i o o k i n g f or jo b s. T h e g r a d nates
are not immediately available as supervisors, They have to be
trained in the mill for a snort nfiriori.
Til e Selection P r a o t i c e
The selection procedure is also rather simple. The
following table shows the company personnel participating- in the
selection of supervisor in the fourteen spinning companies being
5=5 miirii nri-
hv. p T V k 1 1
COMPANY PERSONNEL PAilTICXFATING Hi THE
SELECTION op supervisors
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Direct shift-in-charge




Division head in charge of personnel
in the mill
Personnel manager in the general office
General manager or managing director









Eleven out of fourteen spinning companies have more than
one company personnel participating in the selection procedure.
Three companies place all the authority and responsibiiitv on the
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mill manager alone in selecting supervisors. Five companies have
all the decisions made in the mill in so far as the selection of
supervisors is concerned.
Interview is the method most frequently used in the
selection process. Other selection tools include application
blank, written test, physical examination and reference. The
number of companies using these various selection tools is listed
in Table 12.
TABLE 12

















Most of the companies use several. tools simultancously
in screening candidates. Only one of the companies uses interview
alone. Most of the companies have no standard procedures in
selection as well as in recruitment practices. However, all of
them use interview. The interviewers in the mill are usually the
mill manager, mill sub-manager and engineers, with the mill manager
always present. The interview sometimes takes a panel form,
sometimes tlie candidate may have to go from one interviewer to
another. During trie interview, references such, as letter of
rec onim end a t i on, resi gn e d let ter and c e r t i fixates a r e p rose n t e d,
The successful candidate in the mill interview may be asked to
go to the general office for another interview conducted by the
general manager or the managing director. Though the final
decision is made by the general manager, the opinion of the mill
is most decisive.
When 0. spinning company wants to hire the H.K.T.G, graduates,
it usually contacts the Department of Textile Industries of H, 1C,T.C
Then an executive is sent to the College to see the graduates who
are interested in working for his mill. He will also check the
academic records of those graduates.
Application blanks and letters are also used In eight
companies. However, these application blanks are mainly used for
file purpose. They are not designed as tools for screening
candidates•
Written tests are used only occassional!}' by two companies.
Reference and physical examination are used by five companies•
The degree of importance of the various factors to be
considered in selecting supervisors in the 13 spinning comjjanies
is summarized in Table 1'J.
One spinning company seldom hires supervisors from outside.
The answer it put in the questionnaire referred to the selection of
supervisor-trainee only. Therefore, it is not used in this analysis,
Male is considered as an important factor. 01 the l4
companies, only three hire a total of six female supervisors
However, of the 11,17a workers at trie operative level in the
spinning- industry, 7 115 or $2)o of them are female, The faci
that.so few female supervisors are employed is due mainly to
the problems and difficulties peculiar to female.
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Age is another important factor. Management may not like
to have a person under twenty or it may not like to have too old
a person whose energy and length of service in the mill are
quest!onab1e,
Body structure is considered as quite an important factor
in the mill. A strong body implies good health. Besides, it is
sometimes unconsciously regarded as symbol of leadershin. Fighting
and quarrelling are not uncommon in spinning mills, especially
The Texti 1 e Indus tria 1 0omniittee of I.f. A. C., heport of
the Committee, Manpower Survey of theTextile Industry {Hong Kong
Government Printer. 1968), n.108.
during the night shift w'i).en all tlxe workers arc; tale.-. orksrs.
Having a strong body strueturo ho ips in handling such cases.
Persona 11 ty inciir. 03 leadership; is tlxe most important
factor in tlie selection of liixnervinors, ;Ievsn out of thirteen
regard it as vera important a-id two regard it as important, The
difficulty here is the lack of effective measure for~ ersonaiity•
Intelligence is not regard eel. as so ioraortant as the factors
mentioned above, GnTy six companies regard' it as very important
Skill is regarded as very important by ten companies and
none regards it as unimportant, A good supervisor, through not
necessarily be efficient in operative work as his workers, should
know how the work is done so that method improvement can be made,
Experience is also considered as a very important factor.
In Pact, except lor the H.H.T.C, graduates, supervisors from all
othe r s on roes have s ome e xpe r i enc e.
Education o f higri scIiooi level is not considered as a very
important factor. Three of the thirteen companies even consider it
as unimportant, What they require of a supervisor is to get enough
workers to produce the right quality and quantity of goods according
to the schedule. As a consequence, whether a supervisor is well
educated or not is regarded as unimportant. However, to enable
the supervisor to improve his performance, his ability to learn
which is closely connected with his educational background, is a
prerequisite. It seems highly probable to the author that, within
rive years, high school education wi 11 become a must in the
a u a 1 i f i c a t i on o 1 a s u p e rv i s o r.
Through important the above factors are in the selection
process, the utmost important elements are the candidate's personal
relation with the management personnel of the mill and the
recommendations mac-e by them• In many instances, the relatives
or close friends of the management personnel are likely to be
selected. Xn other instances, the recommendation made by the
management personnel of the mill are decisive. How they describe
the candidates will greatly affect the mill manager1s decision®
in both instances, there is the danger of creating family cliques
and inner circles within the mill.
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SUPERVISORS IN HONG KONG COTTON SPINNING
INDUSTRY: III T]COINING
Before t'ie discussion of the training of supervisors in
Hong; Kong; cotton spinning industry, a Tow words about supervisory
training- in Japanese industry after No rid Car II may be in order,
as Hong Kong; has been more or less Toll owing the Japanese pattern
in its industrial development.
Supervisory Training in Japanese Industry
Since the End of 'Corid Car II
Supervisory training is considered one of the most
important factors that contribute to the increase of productivity
in industry in Japan. Before the war, supervisors were accustomed
to the autocratic and coercive methods of supervision which were
then commensurate with the authoritarian atmosphere of the Japanese
society. The rise of trade unionism immediately after the war kep)t
the government officials busy in dealing with the increasing
demand of the trade unions, and as a consequence, no attention was
paid to the training of supervisors.
Prom 1949 to 1953 T¥I (training within industry) program
was introduced to reconstruct the supervisor's managerial authority.
At the same time, American management techniques such as Human
Relations, Management Training Program, Job Analysis, Statistical
Quality Control etc. were also introduced on a massive scale.
Then, after 195-, people began to critise the wholesale
acceptance of American management techniques. They found that these
borrowed and unmodified techniou.es were unsuitable for the Javanese
enterprises. This was particularly true for the Job Relations
Training Program. They thought that the so-called democratic
supervisor might decline into a spineless supervisor who could not
decide anything on his own initiative. They, therefore began to
modify these techniques to suit Japanese environment.
From 1958.on, the quality composition of Japanese labour
force underwent great and rapid change as a result of the advance
in technical innovation. People realised that the supervisor should
be responsible for the operation and maintenance of large-scale
precision mechanical equipment and the running of complex and inter¬
linked mechanisms. Enterprises began to carry out technical re¬
education of their supervisors to equip them with better and more
advanced technical knowledge and skills as well as techniques of
supervision,
From the very beginning of the post-war supervisory training
in Japan, individual enterprises played an active role by providing
the training programs themselves. The government only toot part in
introducing new ideas to the industry.
Summary of Training Irograivis Tor Supervisors
in Hong Koug Cotton Spinning Industry
Organizations involved in the training of supervisors for
the spinning industry in Hong Hong are the local spinning mills,
the Hong Kong Technical College, the Labour Department, the Ilong
Kong Productivity Council and Productivity Centre,,the Federation
of Hong Kong Industries, and the Hong Kong Management Association.
Training provided by the local spinning mills and the H.K.T.C.
emphasizes on the technical aspect while training provided by the
rest emphasizes on the management side. The summary of the training
program is shown in Table l4.
Training Provided by Local Spinning Hi1Is
Of the fourteen spinning companies being; studied, twelve
of them provide training; for supervisors. The total number of
supervisor-trainee is 119? which is 56'h°£ the total number of
present supervisors. The figure of 119 docs not include those
trainees from II.IC.T.C• If they are included, the total number
will be j.24. Of the twelve corapanie s, six of them requi re thei r
trainees who are university or high school graduates to go through
a two-year training program, two of them require an 18-month
training program, three require a three-year training program,
and one requires university graduates to have an IB-month training
program and high school graduates to have a two-year training program.
For H.K.T.C. graduates, the training period is usually six to twelve
months.
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c There are altogether 119 superviscr- trainees in 14 spinning mills
1 eing studied. it is estimated t ha i the total number of supervisor-
trainees in the whole spinning industry will be: 119 x 2- 2j8
The figures are not participants iron spinning mil as but students
yn the department of Textile Indus tries oi i-i.r.. 1.0.
CTho figure is the total number from 196? to 196y. No specific
data of 1969 is available.
1 d•._
H• A.M.A. did not provias supervisory iraiaii courses last your
iDut it assisted F.H.K.1. in providing these courses.
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To recruit supervisor trainees, the spinning companies
usually place advertisemonts in newspapers or contact H.K.T.C.
For the promising opportunity they offer(a supervisor usually
gets over one thousand dollars a month, and a high school graduates
can hardly expect to earn this much), the number of candidates
applying for supervisor trainee is quite large.It is not
unusual for a mill to receive more than three hundred application
letters after the new of recruiting supervisor trainee is made
known.The selection of candidates is based mainly on personal
relation with personnel in the mill and the academic record.The
mills do not recruit supervisor trainees every year.The training
program is usually held every two or three years.
As said in the preceding chapter, the trainees are ususally
high school graduates. The instructors are usually the mill
manager, the engineer and other senior technical staffs in the
mill. The instructor-student relationship during the training
period will then facilitate and smooth the superior-subordinate
relationship later on.
Training methods usually include workshop practice,
lectures and apprenticeship training.A traines is required to
undergo all these three phases of training.However, some small
mills do not provide theoretical training themselves, they send
their trainees to attend the evening courses provided by H.K.T.C
They only provide workshop practice and apprenticeship training
which, in Tact, is to ask their trainees to work Tor them as
ordinary workers or as supervisors' assistants. They require
their trainees to work as long as ten hours a day. In this way,
a trainee can hardly learn much. This is one of the reasons wliv
so many trainees leave the• mills during the training period. tven
the large mills sometimes do nor provide all the theoretical
training, they also send their trainees to attend the evening
cour s e s provided by 11. K. T. C.
The content oT the training usually includes Spinning and
Weaving Theories, Spinning and Weaving Practice, Statistics and
Testing, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering• Sometimes,
Personnel Management, Spinning and Weaving; Calculations, Mechanical
Drawing and Material Management are also included. Not all the
training programs provided by the mills include all the above
courses. In Tact, some of them may only include one or two of
the above courses
Contract between the company and its trainee is sometimes
needed when a trainee is hired. The main purpose of the contract-
is to prevent the trainee Trom working Tor other mills after
completing his training ccurse. However, o£ tae twe 1 ve cornpanies
being studies, three oT them do not require their trainees to sign
any contract. One of them requires its trainees to sign a contract
Tor six years. Three of them require a contract Tor five year.
Four of tliera reouiro a contract for tlire3 years arid one require
a 4v-year c ontract.
The average salary of these supervisor-trainees in the
twelve companios is pdbf per month, including fringe benefits.
However, the amount of salary varies from mill to mill, ranging
from 250 to 3500, Xn some mills, trainees are entitled to
double pay at the end of the year• Some may get free meals and
dormitory accommodation.
To highlight the actual working of the supervisor-trainee
program, the experience of one of the spinning mills may be taken
as an example for illustration,
(1) Supervisor-trainees have to go through an examination before
tiiey allowed to the training. While receiving training
in the mill, the trainee has to observe the rules of the
mill.
(2) The basic salary of the trainee is plpO per month. This plus
the meal allowance of 3160 per month and the no-absence
allowance of 10 of the basic salary, makes a total monthly
income of 335 for a supervisor-trainee.
(3) During the training.period, examination will be held every
six months. Increment in salary will be given to those who
scored high in the examination.
Information furnished by a mill manager of a spinning
c o rap any•
(4) The working hours of the trainees are from 7:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (trainees are required to work in the day shift
or night shift when necessary).
(5) Trainees have to live in the dormitory of the mill and need
not pay any rent or fee, but they have to pay for their
meals in the mill.
(6) Trainees are allowed a half-day rest every seven days,
(7) During the training period, trainees receive training four
times a week. The training is conducted by the senior staffs
of the mill. Besides, they have to attend first-aid courses
held by the Labour Department and to study spinning techniques
in the evening school. The school fee is paid by the mill.
(8) Training period is three years, including the probation
period in the first month. After one month probation,
successful trainees are allowed, to sign a contract with the
company to receive training in the mill.
(9) A guarantor is needed in the signing of the contract. If
the contract is violated, the guarantor is fully responsible
fcr amy loss incurred by the mill.
(10) When the training period is over, trainees are required to
work in the mill for at least two years.
Training,provided by the mill is far from perfect. In
the first place most of the mills treat their trainees as workers.
Little time was left for the trainee to receive training or study
by themselves• Secondly, the contents of most training programs
are inadequate. Most of the training is confined to what is now
being- practiced in the mill at the neglect of .more advanced
techniques used in other mills or in other countries. Moreover,
little attention was paid to the management aspect which, in fact,
is very important to the supervisor's performance.
Training Provided by H,K.T.C.
As far as supervisory training is concerned, the College
offers two courses: a two-year full-time Ordinary Diploma Course
for Industrial Supervisors, and a one-year part-time Certificate
Course in Supervisory Studies. These two courses are conducted
in English. However, students of these two courses are not
much demanded by the spinning mills. What the spinning mills
want are students of the following courses offered by the Department
of TextiIe Industries.
(i) Higher Diploma in Textile Technology (3-year full-
time course)
(ii) Ordinary Diploma for Textile Technicians (2-year
full-time course)
This Department also operates a part-time evening course
mainly for those working in spinning mills. It is calmed
Intermediate Higher Technicians Course in Spinning.
I j 1 1— J_ i iii o i] ou rsss
Full-time courses required attendance at the College six
hours per day, from Monday to Friday excluding holidays Course
(i) is designed to produce supervisory staff while course (ii)
is designed to prod.uce teclinicians•
The syllabuses of these two courses can be seen in
Appendixes 8 and 9• The training program includes both practical
work and theory. In addition, the students are required to
participate in factory visits and receive summer training in
textile factories. However, the management asoect is not being
paid much attention to. There is only one subject called
Supervisory Studies in course (i}, while all the subjects in
course (ii) are technical subjects.
The number of students in courses (i) and (ii) for the













The total number of students in these two courses is 107.
The Department wants to have more students enrolled, but the
shortage of teaching staff poses a serious obstacle. For example,
1
Data f r orn the Dep a. r t m e n t of Textile In d i_ tstries. II. K. T. C.
The Department planned to have _,o stinclents enrolled in Year 1
of the High Diploma course in j_9op, but because of the- hortage
of teaching' staff, the number of students actually enrolled in
that class was only 20.In the year 1 987-3.0Ou, there were Id
full-time teaching staff- vacancies in the department.
From the establishment of the department in up to
the;, year ±9b9 it has produced s ome 200 graduates. But on 1 y
half of these graduates work for spinning mills.
Students of the department are often criticized by many
mills for their1 being unable to ait ply what they learnect to the
actual situations in the mill. They are also often criticized
for h aving a high turnever rate.
The rart-Tinie dvening Course
The part-time evening course is mainly for those working
in spinning mills. Of the twelve spinning companies that have
supervisor-trainees in their mills, eight of them send their
trainees to a11end this course• The total number of students
in 1969 was about 200. Nearly all of them came from spinning
mills•
Applieants for this course should have completed form IV
or equivalent, and they have to sit in the entrance examination
before they are accepted as students. Students arc required to
'Interview with senior staffs of the department of Textile
Xndustries, H.il.T.O.
Hong ivong Technical College, Hong A.ong Technical College
Prospectus 1967-1908 (Hong Hong: Government Printer], P.90.
participate the internal and external examination after the
course is completed.
Main subjects in the course include Spinning- Theory
Practice, Mechanics 6 Science, and Machine Dynamics Maintenance.
Details of the syllabus is shown in Jrx. i) IJ O lid 1 -X JL 0•
This evening- program is offered on a short course (or
subject by subject) basis. Upon completion of the first 18
short courses, an intermediate Technicians Certificate will be
awarded. Tor the reward of a Higher Technicians Certificate,
further stud.v for two more vears is reuuired-
Training Provided by the Labour Department
Several years ago, the Labour Department conducted a
Training-Wlthin-Xndustry course. The purpose• f this course was
to. promote efficient supervision in the mills• A Suoervisory
Training Section, was set up in 1 fC. This Lection provided free
courses in the internationally recognisod scheme of Training-
Tit hin- Indus try, commonly known as the T.W.I, prosrain. It covered
courses in job relations, job instruction, job methods and job
t
accident prevention. Training was carried out through trainers
who had attended trainers 1 courses in the Labour Department and
subsequently returned to their organizations to run courses for
supervisors and also by the Department's own trainers who ran
courses either in the Department or on employers1 Dermises. Course:
were conducted in English as well as in Cantonese and Shanghai
r l 1 I r 4- c?
Iiowever, tlio resu j.t of the T. i. X. pr og ram i s not
considered as satisfactory by the Department. The reason the
Department gives Tor the failure of the program is that the
program was introduced too early when Hong Kong industry was not
yet ready for them. The odder possible reason was that the
materials in the program Blight not suit the actual conditions
of Hong Kong industry.
No supervisory training was provided in the last few
years. The only courses that help the supervisor in the
improvement of his •performance are the industrial safety
training courses provided by the Industrial Safety Training
Unit of the Department. Some of the courses conducted by the
Unit were held in co-operation with other organizations and
associations such as the Federation of Hong Kong Industries,
the Chinese Manufacturers Association, and the Hong Konu Productivity
Council. Some courses were held at the request of individual mills.
Factory inspectors are sent to these mills to conduct the training
program. Up to January, 1970, industrial safety courses have
been held in 16 mills, of which 10 are spinning mills.
Participants are mainly supervisors. Up to January, 1970, the
total number of graduates of the industrial safety courses was
360.2
The courses conducted by the Unit are the Basic Industrial
Data furnished by the Industrial Safety Training Uni
of the Labour Department,
Thi rl
Safety Course and the Advanced Industrial Safety Course. TUey
contain 12 sessions, each session lasting for 2 hours. The
syllabuses of the courses are shown in Appendices 11 and 12.
Training Provided by the Hong hong Productivity
Conncil Proauc:tivitv Centre
Of the fourteen spinning companies, only four of them
have their employees participated in the supervisory courses
held by the Productivity Council Productivity Centre•
The Hong Kong Productivity Council was established, by
statute in January, 197 and the Centre in April, 1967• The
main objective of the organization is to increase oroductivitv
in industry. To achieve its objectives, the H.K.F.C. conducts
extensive industrial training programs, provides consultancy
services to industry, dispatches study missions to participate
in overseas training activities, provides feelowships for more
advanced training of individuals, publishes periodicals and
reports, translates materials, and undertakes research projects
for i 11.hu s t ry•
Training courses are held either in the Centre or in the
plants at the piants' request. Training methods include film
and slide, case study, discussion session, factory visit and
foilowing program.
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During the period of April, 1969 to march, 1970, H.K.P.C.
provided altogether forty-one courses with 1145 participants.1
Of the forty-one courses, six of them were mainly for industrial
supervisors and the number of participants in these courses was
156.2 However, five of these industrial supervisory training
courses were in-plant courses, and all the industrial undertakinngs
asking for these in-plant courses wore not spinning mills.Therefore,
there was only one course left for the spinning mills to send their
employees to participate. Whether there were any omployees from
the spinning mills participating in this course is questionable.
Detailed break down of where the participants como from is not
available in H.K.P.C. The only figure available is that from
October 1967 to January 1970, there were altogether 157 participants
from the textile industrice to attend the vardeus coursee held by
H.K.P.C. From the figure, it seems that employecs from the textile
industries(including spinning industry)seldom attended the courses
held by H.K.P.C. The details of one of the supervisory training
courses are shown in Appendix 13
1Data furnished by the Hong Kong Productivity Council &
Productivity Centre.
2Ibid.
3Information furnished by the Hong Kong Productivity Council
& Productivity Centre.
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Training Provided by the Hong Kong
Management Association
The Association offered 94 courses in various fields in
1969.1The total number of sessions was 447 and the total number
of students was 2659.2 However, all the courses were designed
mainly for the middle or top management level. It did not offer
training for supervisors.However, it did co-operate with the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries in providing a training program
for supervisors.The training program provided by the co-operative
effert of the Association and the Federation of Hong Kong Industries
will be discussed in the next section.
Training Provided by the Federation of
Hong Kong Industries
Since September, 1969, the Federation has provided four
courses on supervisory training.3 The total number of participants
is 89.4 No detailed breakdown of surces of participants is
available.However, it is estimeted by a training officer of
1Information furnished by the Hong Kong Management
Association.
2Ibid.
3Information furnishod by the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries.
4Ibid.
trie Federation that 15 or thirteen of these participants,
came From spinning mills.
After the course is decided to be held, activity information
sheet is sent to the members of the Federation and the members of
the Hong; Kong; Management Association.
There are two kinds of supervisory training; course• One
is called The Industrial Supervisor and the other is called
Training Courses for industrial Supervisors. Both are conducted
in Cantonese. Training method includes lectures, discussions and
case studies.
The main purpose of the first course is to provide an
appreciation of the importance of the supervisor's position in
industry and the need for supervisory training. It also discusses
the role of supervisor and his part in human relations• The course
contains four sessions, each lasting for two hours. The tuition
fee is 055
The main purpose of the second, course is to teach the
principles of suoervision and modern management techniques to
existing or potential supervisors. The duration of the course
is 75 hours with 9 hours per week• But the tuition foe is rather
expensive, it costs 4?500 per participant. The content of the
program includes factory operation, human relations, supervision,
communication and case studies. The syllabus of this course is
Information obtained from the author's interview with a
training officer of the Federation of Hong Kong Industries.
_ 1- 4 A 4 -vr 1) i
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Most spinning companies pay attention to t r a in±,• This
is evidenced by the fact that twelve out of lour teen spinning'
companies have their supervisor trainees. However, what they
reouire their trainees to learn is the technical aspect of their
trade. Very Tew put emphasis on modern management techniques•
This is the reason why they send so Tew supervisors to participate
in the courses held by K.K.P.O., H.K.M.A• and the Federation oT
Hong Kong Industries, and why so many-to the evening part-time
course oTTer ed by the J J epartmen t of Textile Industries of H.li.T.0.
A good supervisor should, know the modern management techniques
as well as technical skills. The management of most spinning companie
is too short-sighted in confining their training to technical skills
only. One explanation Tor this short-sighted might be that the
modern management technique is not modi Tied, to suit the local
situation so that management view it as useless. A senior technical
staff of a mill who had participated in one of these modern management
technique courses criticized that what they learned in the course
was useless and unsuitable Tor the local situation. To use the
so-called democratic approach in supervising workers means no
discipline in the workshop, he criticized.1 This may be partly true.
Information gathered during the author1s Plant observatic
7 ,T~ -w i r-i n r
To have a sudden and sharp change in the way or supervising' workers
who are not well-educated, not having the same kind of wants and.
feelings as those in the United States may be a dangerous thing-.
The change should be introduced gradually. However, the management
may not be happy to have the change, they ar G J! O ~C 5T G G.Q.jr U O cl COG J C
t h i s k i n d o 1 c on c e p t.
Training may sometimes create a toad effect. A participant
after learning the new concepts ana techniques in the courses
provided toy other organizations often wanes to, introduce them to
the mill. However, management people will always discourage the
participant by refusing to accept his new concepts or techniques
either because they are not convinced and therelore are reluctant
to change, or the change may cost a lot of money, The participant
is thus Trustrated because his ideas are not accepted or because
he feels disappointed at the management•
It is thus clear that top management does exert a. groat
influence on the supervisory training policy and. practice• kithout
the support of top management, any good sunervisory trainin a- urogram
is useless. The success of supervisory training in Japan has much
to do with the fact that top management there realizes the
importance of supervisory training. The Japanese top management
advocates the introduction of the training program, modifies the
course materials from abroad, measures the training result and
investigates the effectiveness of the training; program from time-
to time• However, situation in the Kong- Kong cotton spinning
industry is different. Very few of the industrialists here
realise the importance of supervisor. What they loot: for is a
short-term investment with quick capital recovery• However,
training is a long-term investment and its result can hardly
be measured by monetary value. It is only natural that they do
not pay much attention to the training of supervisor in the
m an a g; e in e n t a s p e c t®
it r.-s; 4-i j%'• -r
C G j! G L XJ SIGN
The supervisor has been described as the key man in
industry, the man directly responsible Tor production• He
controls the operatives and operations on the production floor.
He exercises control by actual overseeing, inspecting and directing
in his production area and is regarded by the oper a v, xv0 s as c ne x r
direct boss and the representative of management.
Supervior's Job
The term good supervisor implies a series of diTTicult
task. A good supervisor is expected to be responsible Tor the
liaison between management and operatives, interpreting- company
policy, production work in his section, quality control, waste
control, safety, method•improvement, etc. This long series of
duties sometimes makes one questions what the supervisor's span
of control (in terms of number of functions and responsibliti.es)
should be.
While people questioning about the long list of supervisor1s
job, supervisors in Hong Kong co11on spinning industry are only
expected to find enough workers in their sections and to produce
the right product according to the schedule• Though their span of
control in terras of duties performed is small, their span of
control in terms of number of suboretinates is large. Xn one
spinning- company, a supervisor is in charge of 12 workers• IvitU
the high turnover rate of workers, he may not even know all their
names•
They are expected to perform only two duties to find
enough workers and to produce trie right product according to the
schedule. However, these two duties are by no means simple,
especially the first one.
There is no or obi. em in finding enough workers if there is
a labour surplus, but Hong Kong is in a. state of labour shortage.
(However, there are people arguing; that there is in fact a labour
surplus in Hong Kong, but due to the inefficient use of labour, it
turns out to be a labour shortage.) To place the resoonsibility
of hiring enough workers on supervisors may put the supervisors in
an awkward position• On the one hand, thev have to be kind to
their workers in order to keeo them or ask them to brine in new
workers; on the other hand, they are required, to maintain discipline
in the workshop and to maintain the quality and quantity of outnut.
In order to relieve the supervisor from his awkward position, the
personnel division is suggested to take full res o cm sibillty for
hiring workers. The supervisor is only in the position to offer
his assistance by asking his men to bring in new workers. However,
he is responsible for unusual high labour turnover rate.
Very lew spinning mills have specialists to perform such
functions as method improvement, safety, waste control, etc.
Therefore, supervisors are the persons to perform these functions.
iiVen if the mills have specialists to perform these functions, the
co-operation of supervisor is also needed. To do so many things
and at the same time to supervise so many workers is too much for
a supervisor. The span of control, in terms of number of subordinates,
is therefore suggested to be cut down to fifty so that the supervsor
can have more time to develop friendly relationship with his men and
to perform the other functions. It is estimated that the benefit
resulting from a smaller span of control is larger than the extra
expenditure for more supervisors due to the reduction of span of
control.
Besides, a job description for supervisor is needed in order
to make the whole staffing practices effective.
Re c ruitmen t and Select!on
As far as recruitment is concerned, H.H.T.C. graduates arid
those trained by local mills are considered as the most effective
sources for the supply of supervisors. Supervisors from Mainland
China and. Taiwan are no longer available. Supervisors of other
spinning mills may only enlarge the turnover rate and raise salaries.
Workers are limited by their educational background, and have no
potential lor further promotion. However, due to the limited
number of graduates turned out by H.K.T.C, each year, the mills
themselves should train more supervisors.
High school education is not regarded as very important
by the mills as far as selection of supervisors is concerned.
However, it will become a must in the near future in the selection
of supervisors. There are thousands of high school graduates
leaving school each year. With only limited posts in the commercial
sector, these graduates will be forced to go to work as manual
workers in the mills. They may challenge on their supervisor's
educational background. In order to win their respect, a
supervisor needs a higher level of education.
Nomination by present employees has long been used in the
recruitment and selection practices. It can supply effective
candidates for the post, but it involves the danger of forming
family cliques and inner circles of close friends. To avoid
favouritism and prejudice in the selection process as well as the
formation of cliques and inner circles, management personnel in
the head office should -participate in the selection -process.
Training
As discussed in the preceding chapter, most of the mills
are short-sighted by placing' the emphasis of training on the
technical side alone. A good supervisor should be competent in
both, technical skills and management techniques. There are various
organizations providing supervisory training courses with emphasis
on management techniques, but very lew employees from spinning
mills participate in these courses. The reason may be that the
t op nianag em en t is not imp ressed by t he s e c ou r s e s bee au s e they
consider the materials of these courses do not suit the situation
in Hong Kong. Another reason may be that tb.ey do not realize the
importance of the management aspect of a supervisor's job.
Therefore, niodiliciation of course materials and the changing of
top management's attitude are needed if supervisory training is
to be effective.
Top M an a o; e m en t
01 all the above analysis of the supervisor's job, the
recruitment, selection and. training ol supervisors; the attitude
of top management is ol crucil important because top management
is the policy maker. There will foe no change in supervisor's
job, in his span ol control and his responsibilities il top
management thinks that the existing system is adequate. Ho
elfective recruitment and selection practices would come into
existence il the top management views them as unnecessary. And
no good training program could possibly be carried out without the
support ol top management. Therefore, to improve the performance
ol supervisors, to raise productivity and to compete effectively
in overseas market, the attitude of industrialists toward
scientific management must first be changed.
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(No. of mills having vacancy are in brackets)
Qu a r t e r s 1965 iy'OO r b-, r-jJL' U( iy bo ivo9
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Source: Statistician, Labour Depar11 r 1 ent
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1. Index numberswithoutbracketsare compiledby usingaveragedaily wagesin 1958as the basefor the industry concerned.Therefore,
no direct comparisoncanbe madebetweendifferent industries. Comparisoncan only be madeover time in the industry concern_
2 Indexfigures in bracketsare compiledby usingthe overall averagewagesexcludingor includingfringe benefits in 1958as the common
base throughoutindustry suchthat comparisoncan be madedirectly betweenany industries at any time. or ampleto compare
the averagedaily wagesexcludingfringe benefits betweenworkersin GarmentsandShirts andCottonSpinningin 1964, the two
3 ThoveraUverage'dailywagesexcludingandPincludingfringe benefits in 1958 wereH.K.S5.53 and H.K.S6.41 respectively caiculated
4 Averagedaily wagesexcludingor includingfringe benefits for anyparticular industrylisted in the table in anyperiodcanbe calculated
by multiplyingthe overall averagedaily wagesexcludingor includingfringe benefitsin 1958by their respectivelndeumbcrsin brackets.
For example,the averagedaily wagesexcludingandincludingfringe benefits for workersin CottonSpinningin 1964canbe obtainedby
5. Fringe'berfefifsinclude:'(1) cashbenefits, such°asNewYear bonus,goodattendanceandefficiency bonuses,and °th allowances,
e.g. electricity allowances;(ii) free or subsidizedfoodor foodallowance;(in) free or subsidizedaccommodation(iv) paidholiday.
7 AUindex lumbersrefero the position in Marcheachyear excepts indicated andare calculated to nearest point or per cent.
8 Thetextile industry consistsof CottonSpinning,CottonWeavingwoandthree shifts) Knitting, andGarmentsandShirts.
9. Manufacturing includes the first ten industries from Cotton Spinning to Plastics listed above. m~-kam'c and
10. Theterm'worker' includesskilled andunskilled operativesandsupervisorsas well as service trades suchas fitters, mechanicsand
electricians.. ,no -n u...- a »v,„;« a„ v,r iqaa
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Source: Labour Department, Annual DepsrtmentalRej- (Hong Kong: Government
Printer. 1 963). D. 91. CryVmtn —nnrtv)
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Source: Labour Departrnent, Annual Department Xeuort
1967- 60 (Hong Kong: Government Printer, Xp-68}.
pp. 92-lOp
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± Faci1it± c s:
a» g o o d w o rk ing c orid i 11 on s
c c an t e en
e•' h a i r d r e s s i n g r o o n
g, music room
x. sewing macnines provided
h. x r e e a c c o mn o d a t i on
d. c o- o' s e r a t i v e 3
f. TV rooms
li o pIt o t o p r a. hi c e q u i pi 0. e n 1: s
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11. A11 o w an c e:
a meal allowance- gu.6 per day
b. travelling allowance- 10.2 per day
c• bread allowance- go.2 per day
d• n 1 gli t s b. i x t a 11 o wan c e- g 1• o o e r d ay
e. long;- term nighr s hilt allowance- night s hi It allowance
o 1 u s 10. 6 p e r d ay
f• change shift allowance- night shift allowance plus
p iu s g 1. 8 p e r d ay
g. sic 1c a 11 o w an c e
XXX. Bonus:
a• no absence bonus- 215 of wage
b• Chinese hew Tear bonus- additional wage of 00 days
c. 1 on g s e rvi c e b onu s
d. bonus for suggestions
e. bonus for c1ean1iness in aostel
f. good performance bonus
IV Free interest Io an s
V. i la r r x ag e G11 ts






d. chine s e che s s c ompe t i t :L on
I X. A t I 11 e t i c s
X« Fclu c a t i on
XI. Religious Activities
JII. F east in Chinese NTew Year•
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APPTTMDTY?
EXPORTS OF RESTRICTED COTTON TEXTILE ARTICLES
31 COUNTRY OF DESTINATIO!
QUOTA YEAP
ALL FIGURES ARE IN EQUIVALENT SQUARE YARD!ttvtt tree rvTHCDWICP CTATPH
QUOTA
(Mn.)


























































e Figures in brackets refer to cotton yarns which have not been included.
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry, (l)hoto-conv
APPENDIX 6


































































Note: (a) In 1964 and 1965, grouplimits for piecegoods,made-upsand garmentsgroupsinclude a supplementaryquota of 14,454,000 sq. yds. Sub¬
limit for finishedpiecegoodswas30 million sq. yds.
(6) Exportfigures for 1964and1965include shipmentsmadeduringthe carryoverperiod in the subsequentyear.
(c) Made-upsandgarmentsquotacouldbe shippedas piecegoodsunderthe special shipmentarrangementsin late 1965.















Source: Commerce and Industry Department, Annual Department Report 1S3-49
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, 199), p» Ik (photo-copy)
APPEfTDXX- 7
EXPORTS OF COTTON TEXTILES RESTRAINED UNDER G.A.T.T. COTTON TEXTILES ARRANGEMENTS



























































































































































































(1) A further 35.6 million sq. yds.wasaddedto the first bilateral yearlimit ona once-and-for-allbasisto takeaccountof trade
during1965-66in unsuspended,unrestrainedcategorieswhichwerecaughtby the retroactive natureof the agreement.
(2) From1st Januaryto 30th September1967. AHpreviousexportsbasedon calendaryear.
(3) Periodfor utilization of quotaextendedto 31st December1965.
(4) From1st Januaryto 31st December.
(5) From18th July to 30th September1967.
(6) Asa result of HongKongagreeingto the adoptionof the dualcriteria in definingcottontextiles, the aggregatelimit wasis-
creasedby 15 million squareyards(an actual 5 million sq. yds. wasnegotiatedfor the balance1st June—30thSeptember19SJ
of the secondbilateral year), witha growthof 5%in the third bilateral year.
(7) From1st July 1968to 31st December1969.
(8) From 1st June 1968 to 31st May 1969..
N.A.«=not applicable.
Source: Commerce and Industry Department 3 Annual Departmental Report, (Hong Kong.
Government Printer, 199)} p« 75» (photo-copy)
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SYLLABUS OF HIGHER DIPLOMA COURSE XiT
TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, H.R.T.G.





Cotton Spi.rmiag I ractica. 1
¥' e av i a g Th e o ry
¥eaving iJractical
Fabric Structure
Fab ric Analysis (Wovenj
S c o u r i ng A R1 e a e li i n a Tlx e o ry
S c o u r i n g 6 R1 e a c h i n g P r a c t i c a 1
T e x t i 1 e G al cu i a t i on s
ingineering Xor kshop iractical
A p p lie d i i e c h an i c s
Matheraat ics
Physics
J? r a ctic a 1 P ay s i c s
In o r p an i c G h e m i s t ry
0 r g an i c Che in i s t r y
English
Fibre Technology (Natural)
Fibre Technology Man-made J
Cliemistry o£ Fibres
Cotton Spinning Theory IX
Cotton Spinning Practical XX
¥e aving The o ry X X
Weaving Practica1 IX
P atte rn 1? roduct i o n
i in i 11 i n g Th e o r y
Fa b ric S truc tu r e XX
Fabric Analysis ['Joven) XX
Textile Calculation a Finishing Theory
Tex tile Me chari ics
Textile Technology
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Textile Colouration n finishing Practical
Finish 1 ng Tlieor3r
3tatistics£ TextiXe Testing XX
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Source: Department ol Textile Industries, H• K. T• 0•
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Y ear 2
0o 11 on S pinniny I
8 p inn i n y P r a c t i c a 1. 1
¥eaving The o ry X
V e av i n y P r actio a 1 X
Fabric Structnro (¥even)
Te x t i 1 e G a 3. cu X a t i on s
Fngineeriny ¥or :sIiop i ractica 1














G o 11 on S p i nn in y X X
S p i nn i n y P r a c t i c a X
J e a v i r i y Tlx eory
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Fabric Analysis A Ran I-laterials
T e x t i 1 e 10 e c h an ics
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Source% Departraent oif Texti 1 e Tnclua tries, iJ.. i. T. 0
J. 1 S. J. »L jL 0
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{ Part-time iiven iny Sec t i on)
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Tsxtile Fibres Yarn Inuiober 1 ng
Kaw Cotton to Gardinr;
Drafting• Combiner, Kevins?. b pxnnlii
Raw Cotton to Spinning'( i}
liaw C o 11 on t o 3 p inn in g( ii)
Raw Cot t on to 3 p inn in g( iii j
Mechanics Science (i)












Mechanics S Science (iv)
Mechanics Science( v j
Mechanics Science( vi)
Opening, Cleaning Carding
Drafting, Combing R Roving Prep,
Spinning Conditioning- Beaming;
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Speciality Yarns, Settings, Testing
S pinning Su b sequ en t Processes (ij
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Dura ti on o± each course; 20 hou rs( S we eI:s)
Source: Department or Textile industries, H.K.T.C.
J. L J.' il v~ylTXJS- u 1 il
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1. In t r o du c t i on t o t b. e c o n r so.
2• The Tactory and tlie Law•
j. In du a t v I a I A cci o. en I; s
a-. Manual Lilting' and Handling•
5. H o u sekee p i n g.
o• X alls ox' Per so n s, Object s an d Ix a t e r i a 1 s,
7• Hand Tools, incluaina; newer operated tools•
0. i• i a c Ii I n e ry I la z -a r cL s.
A'. 11 .1 0 C lv 1 -L C IL ,Je icl L j c.i JL v I O•
3.0. v e I d i n e; n a z a r d s•
11• Tire Prevention in Indus try.-
12, Chemical hazards.
l j. Protective Clothing arid Devices,
14, Boilers and. 1 ves sure Iieceivers,
±i,, Cranes and Lilt inn hoar•
16, Conipressed Oases.
17, iorking in Con Tinea Spaces and ie n u io-to-w o rit Sys terns,
lb, AcciLG.cn t Preve 1111 on•
19, The Employers and Employees Contribution to Indus trial Sai oty,
Source: The Industrial SaTety Training Unit, Labour Department,
,J,-J.-~s-....:JXV-!.—vH—.ta«»Lft
OUT LIN 15 SYLLABUS NGN AT AG OLD IN.DU STTlAi. LLi.il.'v'.CY OG u.ASH
OFFERED BY TLB IdlDCTHlAl, SATHTY TfLLIN ITG UNIT
OF LABOUR DTLA-tTiAMIT
1. The Cause of Accidents
2. The Factories and Industrial Uuuetracings Ordinances and
Regulations arid delated Lerisia!:;iou Affectinr; Factories.
3 o S a T o M e an s o£ A c c e s s
4, Lighting1 and Ventilation
3• Manual and Mechanical Handling
6. Hoists, Lilts, Cranes and Lilting Tear
7• It a c h i :n. o ry Has a r d s
o. The S aT e U s c o x 311 e c t r i c i ty in Xndu s t ry
9. Prevention of Fires and Explosions in Industry
10• Chemical Hazards
11. Diseases in Industry
12• Hadiation Hasards in Indust ry
13. t e r s oaal Pr otec t ive Equi pin en t
IT. Accident Investigation and. prevention
j.5• Visit to Industrial Safety Training Centre and any questions
Source: The Industrial Surety Training Unit, Labour Department.
pTO v T 1 o
ilU VAiN GjJ o U Sf J- o UJ i if TiL'x'Xi. i .Li'! Lr Jt U J... lO V iJ if '-L.LLa
A;' .,5•'.!•«' i'. 1 li 1! 3' i' T'|i,Ti .f'•'}',»• 5?. I j]' ,r jy Vt r'. 1 j•
I. Course Content:
X. TIie Supervisor:
Tlx e s xi p erviso r 1 s r e p s o ri s i b i 1 i t i c s; t li e cm a X i t i o s o f
sii'jfirvisor: common siinarvi .son rivohl rvm.
2. I ium an R e 1 a 11 on:
Human needs; human reaction; motivation of staff and
wo rlc q r s; c ommun i c a t i on; mo ral e and a C t i tud e s; ex e cu t ive
leadership; group behaviour; grievance handling;
discipline; human resistance to change; case study
and p:rou«o dis cus sions.
3. Delegati on o 1 work:
¥ ork -planning and scheduling; dele gut ion of work and
authority; 'now to give instructions; how to ensure
a. Ofe n t i vfiri e .s s-
4. Methods Improvement:
Office efficiency; method study; work measurement; human
factors in the am lieation of work stwdv.
3 Follow Up:
Case analysis and problem solving for supervisors;
practical session Irole-playino); panel discussion
II. Total dumber of Sessions: 30 one-hour classroom sessions
III. He thodology:
1. Fi 1ms and. slides
2. Case an a ly sis, b r a i n s t e ri n i n g, 3? ole-j 1 ay i 11 g
3• Grievance handling and problem solving (including methods
• j.
IV, Medium of Instruction: Cantonese
V. Date of Time: 10th June- 1st August, 1969
Tuesdays and Fridays from 3:00 p.m. to 3:13 o.,.
VI. Award of Certificates: to participants having a minimum of 90
attendance t h rnn di nnt h'h pm ircn
VII. Venus: the Centre
VI11. V e e: C 2 5 0 .0 O
XX. Xarticina.t:Lon Reouireront: this course is o.osi;;viso for
those involved in trie supervision
e...' s t a t.2s a.ncl vv o r;;: e::s
Source: IIonf; Kon Productivity Couueix i- fromictivity Centre.
APPENDIX 14-
OUTLINE SYLLABUS OF TRAINING COURSE FOR INDUSTRIAL
SUPERVISORS (CHINESE) PROVIDED BY THE
FEDERATION OF H.K. INDUSTRIES
Noo of Hours
A, Factory Operation (21 hours)
a How is a Factory Run?
b Arrsnging for Production
c Inspection and Control of Quality
d Improving Working Methods
e What Should a Supervisor Know about Costs?
B Human Relations (18 hours)
a Making the Best of Working Conditions, Factory
Laws
b Getting the Co-operation of 'Workers and
Developing Good Relations with them
c The Personnel Department
C. Supervision, Communication and Case Studies (36 hours)
a Jobs and Responsibilities of a Supervisor
b Principles of Supervision
° Effective Instruction and Reporting














Source: the Federation of Hong Kong Industries
APPTSTJDTY 1 R
THE OIJHHTTONTSTATHE UfiET) TM T'KTE STUDY
The questionnaire used in this study in designed in Chinese,
It is translated into English below:
THE LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATE01
P7-TR HWTMTilSS TTTxTTuhVP STTY HP WOWCI Y Him Ci
Inter-University Hall, Shatin, N•T., Hong Kong
rnn n_£l _A -51 Wv-I- i qo
SURVEY CONCERNING SUPERVISORS IN HONG K0N(
nrvpmrvrcr sptmtkia Timustpv
Notes: (a) Please complete all frames and spaces. Insert I fo:
those not applicable.
(b) Supervisors refer to those foremen, assistant foremen,
in-charge, or in-charge assistants who are responsibl
for manufacturing work in one or more processes (from
Opening to Packing: Testing and Maintenance are not
included).
(c) Supervisor trainees refer to those who are undergoing
some form of supervisory training.
(d) All questions, except questions 1,2 and 3, refer to
your spinning mill(s) only, weaving mill(s) is (are)
not included.
1. No. of spindles in your spinning mill(s)
No- of looms in vour weaving mill(s)
2. Total no. of your workers
No. of workers in your spinning mill(s)
3. Total no. of supervisors
lTr. r»-P RnfR Vri sni iVdinc mi 11(
No. of female supervisors in spinning mill(si
A. Annn-rd i nff In vnnr pRtimatp. how manv supervisors will be needed
in vonr spinning mi 11 (si in the next 12 months
5- Have vou anv .iob description for your supervisors?
yes no,
APPENDIX 15- Contd.
6. The average salary (including subsidies, bonus and fringe benefits)
oi your supervisors per month.
7. Please insert 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in the following spaces to denote
the order of favourite (1 denotes most favourite) in evaluating
the following sources of supervisors:
(a) Hong Kong Technical College graduates
(b) Supervisors from Taiwan or Mainland China
(c) Promotion from workers
(d) Supervisors of other factories
(e) Training university or high school graduates as
trainees
(f) Others (please specify)
8 Does it require the permission of the company's head office when
your mill(s) wants to recruit supervisors?
require not reauire
9. Who is responsible for recruiting activities:
the mill(s) the company's head office
10, Please insert a to denote the means used by your company in
drawing in prospective applicants for supervisors:
(a) recommended by your employees
(b) advertisements in newspapers
(c) recruit from overseas (please specify the place)
(d) contact Hong Kong Technical College
(e) recruit from your workers
(f) ot ers (please specify)
11.. Who participates in selecting applicants?
(a) direct shift-in-charge




(f) personnel division head in the mili(s)
(g) personnel manager of your company's head office
(h) general manager of your company
(i) others (please specify)
APPENDIX 15- Contd.
12. The means you used in selecting applicants:






(g) others (please specify)
13. After knowing that there is a vacancy of supervisor, how long does
it usually take to find a new one to fill the vacancy? days
14. Is the new supervisor required to sign a contract:
yes nc
15. Please insert a in the appropriate space to denote the degree
of importance of the following elements in the selection procedures.












16. Have you any supervisor-trainee?
yes no
(If yes, please contine to answer the following (a)- (i), if no,
skip to question 17)
(a) Please insert a +.0 denote the education IfiVftl of vour
supervisors.
University graduates high school graduates
Hong Kong Technical College graduates
Wo. of supervisor-trainees













mi11 s ub-man ager
assistant engineer
supervisor
-fIn cxmo r 1 coon cnopn fv




(f) Please insert i+-» rl oriAf d 4-ho p AM+ Qn+ ri P irony hTni 7ii 1:
program
Po r un i v e r s i 13
or high school




rvr»cir. hi P P
Statistics Testing




(gl Mo. nf annliRRnts for supervisor trainee: aboui
No. of successful applicants: about
(h) The duration of the contract between your company and your




X 7 O V C5
gp mvio ovDrQffP mnnthl v sfllfl.rv of vour supervisor trainee (including«• JV' v -Q w' cz V V
nnn-iz-i-ioc. Anno aviH fincp hpnpfi ha)
Univeristy graduates$
Ni p-h srhonl graduates S
H.K.T.G. eraduates I
APPENDIX 15- Contd.
Does your company provide any other training program for youi
existing supervisors'
yes nc
If yes, please list the training courses
No, of supervisors resigned or layoffed during the past 12 months
The turnover rate of supervisors in Hong Kong cotton spinning
industry is rather high, according to your opinion, how can the
turnover rate be reduced?
EXPLANATORY LETTER ENCLOSED j
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Sirs
I am a graduate student of the Lingnan Institute of Busines
Administration, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, and am presentl;
making a survey to support my master thesis entitled Supervisors in
Hong Kong Cotton Spinning Industry, The survey will be on the
supervisors' job, end their recruitment, selection and training
practices in local spinning mills.
It will be much appreciated if you would kindly complete th
questionnaire enclosed. Information collected will only be used for
academic study and will be treated in strict confidence. Names of
individual firms will not be mentioned,
During the period 15th to 20th March, 1970 on a date to be
arranged by you, I will call at your factory and ask to see your
personnel manager or some other person designated by you in order
to answer any queries, to assist in the completion of the questionnaire
and to collect the completed questionnaire.
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香
港
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
林
健
雄
1香
港
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
林
健
雄
序
言
領
班
常
被
稱
為
工
廠
中
最
主
要
人
員
，
他
們
的
工
作
表
現
直
接
影
響
了
生
產
力
及
貨
品
在
海
外
市
場
上
的
競
爭
能
力
；
而
他
們
在
工
廠
中
的
地
位
正
處
於
對
立
的
工
人
與
管
理
當
局
之
間
。
在
香
港
，
勞
工
缺
乏
，
更
增
加
了
領
班
工
作
的
困
難
；
更
且
管
理
當
局
亦
認
識
到
領
班
乃
未
來
的
中
層
及
高
層
管
理
人
。
凡
此
種
種
都
顯
示
出
領
班
之
工
作
須
有
明
確
說
明
，
領
班
之
招
募
、
甄
選
及
訓
練
都
須
有
系
統
及
科
學
化
之
方
法
。
2然
則
何
以
以
綿
紡
業
領
班
作
為
研
究
對
象
？
紡
織
業
為
香
港
最
大
之
工
業
，
而
棉
紡
業
又
為
紡
織
業
中
需
要
資
本
最
大
者
；
且
該
行
業
工
人
缺
乏
，
工
人
流
動
率
亦
高
，
故
乃
以
之
作
為
研
究
對
象
。
作
者
曾
到
數
間
圖
書
館
搜
集
資
料
，
訪
問
半
數
以
上
香
港
棉
紡
業
同
業
公
會
之
會
員
工
廠
，
會
見
其
廠
長
、
人
事
部
主
任
、
及
高
級
管
理
人
員
，
以
所
得
資
料
作
為
撰
文
之
根
據
。
並
曾
到
三
間
工
廠
分
別
作
為
期
兩
天
之
實
地
觀
察
。
此
外
，
並
訪
問
香
港
棉
紡
業
同
業
公
會
、
香
港
工
業
專
門
學
院
（
以
下
簡
稱
工
專
）
紡
織
系
、
香
港
生
產
力
促
進
局
暨
促
進
中
心
、
香
港
科
學
管
理
協
會
、
香
港
工
3業
總
會
、
及
勞
工
處
之
高
級
人
員
，
對
領
班
訓
練
問
題
作
深
入
了
解
。
　
　
　
　
領
班
及
其
工
作
　
　
領
班
之
工
作
通
常
包
括
以
下
各
項
：
　
　
（
一
）
作
為
管
理
當
局
與
工
人
間
之
橋
樑
。
　
　
（
二
）
作
為
管
理
員
：
領
班
已
被
承
認
為
管
理
階
層
一
份
子
，
其
　
　
　
工
作
包
括
計
劃
、
組
織
與
指
導
其
部
門
之
工
人
及
物
料
，
　
　
　
對
之
作
最
有
效
之
運
用
，
以
達
成
公
司
之
目
標
。
　
　
（
三
）
作
為
領
導
者
，
獲
得
其
屬
下
工
人
之
合
作
。
　
　
（
四
）
負
起
生
產
方
面
之
責
任
，
包
括
品
質
控
制
、
生
產
計
劃
、
4　
　
　
工
作
分
派
、
成
本
控
制
、
廢
料
控
制
、
工
作
方
法
之
改
善
　
　
　
等
。
　
　
（
五
）
人
事
方
面
之
責
任
，
包
括
訓
練
工
人
、
工
業
安
全
，
處
理
　
　
　
不
平
申
訴
等
。
　
　
　
　
香
港
之
棉
紡
業
　
　
香
港
棉
紡
工
廠
除
紡
綿
紗
之
外
，
並
紡
混
紡
紗
。
其
生
產
程
序
通
常
如
下
：
清
花
∣
梳
棉
∣
精
梳
∣
併
條
∣
粗
紗
∣
細
紗
∣
筒
子
。
由
清
花
到
粗
紗
稱
為
前
紡
，
由
細
紗
到
筒
子
稱
為
後
紡
。
　
　
一
九
六
九
年
共
有
棉
紡
工
廠
三
十
二
家
，
紗
錠
總
數
超
過
八
六
○
、
三
一
六
，
在
此
三
十
一
家
工
廠
中
，
有
二
十
九
家
為
香
港
5棉
紡
業
同
業
公
會
會
員
，
其
總
生
產
力
超
過
整
個
棉
紡
業
百
分
之
九
十
五
以
上
。
一
九
六
九
年
棉
紗
產
量
為
三
億
一
十
八
百
萬
磅
，
混
紡
紗
產
緣
為
二
十
九
百
萬
磅
。
所
有
工
廠
皆
為
三
班
制
，
一
日
二
十
四
小
時
，
故
香
港
每
紗
錠
之
生
產
力
乃
全
世
界
最
高
者
。
工
人
總
數
為
二
一
、
二
七
九
，
然
而
該
業
工
人
缺
乏
，
於
六
九
年
九
月
工
人
空
缺
為
九
八
九
人
。
工
人
每
月
平
均
工
資
超
過
四
百
元
。
該
業
工
人
流
動
率
亦
十
分
大
。
原
棉
來
源
主
要
為
英
國
、
巴
基
斯
坦
、
東
非
及
巴
西
；
製
成
品
主
要
供
應
本
地
織
廠
，
只
有
小
部
份
輸
往
國
外
。
　
　
　
　
香
港
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
：
概
說
6本
文
所
謂
之
領
班
（
包
括
副
領
班
）
，
乃
指
負
責
一
個
或
多
個
生
產
部
門
（
由
清
花
間
到
筒
子
間
）
之
管
理
人
員
而
言
，
至
於
電
機
部
及
保
全
部
之
領
班
，
與
各
工
作
小
組
之
組
長
，
皆
不
包
括
在
內
。
在
被
作
為
研
究
對
象
之
十
四
間
工
廠
中
，
共
有
領
班
人
數
二
百
一
十
三
人
，
工
人
總
數
則
為
一
萬
零
六
百
一
十
一
人
，
即
平
均
每
一
領
班
領
有
五
十
二
人
，
但
有
些
工
廠
，
每
個
領
班
所
領
人
數
高
達
九
十
二
人
。
領
班
之
工
作
本
已
繁
雜
，
又
領
如
此
眾
多
之
工
人
，
加
以
工
人
流
動
性
又
大
，
其
對
屬
下
工
人
當
難
有
深
刻
認
識
，
其
工
作
表
現
亦
不
無
疑
問
，
故
增
加
領
班
人
數
以
減
少
其
所
領
工
人
人
數
，
實
為
減
少
工
人
流
動
率
，
增
加
生
產
力
之
一
良
好
方
7法
。
　
　
棉
紡
業
中
工
資
之
計
算
甚
為
複
雜
，
例
如
領
班
總
收
入
往
往
為
底
薪
之
兩
倍
。
在
被
作
為
研
究
對
象
之
十
四
間
工
廠
中
，
領
班
平
均
總
收
入
（
包
括
工
資
及
各
項
津
貼
）
為
每
月
七
百
五
十
元
至
二
千
元
不
等
。
領
班
每
天
工
作
八
小
時
，
但
假
期
甚
少
。
　
　
領
班
工
作
，
在
被
研
究
之
十
四
間
工
廠
中
並
無
明
文
規
定
。
大
多
數
接
受
訪
問
之
工
廠
管
理
人
員
，
皆
以
為
領
班
之
責
任
在
募
得
足
夠
之
工
人
在
其
所
管
理
之
部
門
工
作
，
使
生
產
能
如
期
完
成
。
但
在
工
人
缺
乏
之
環
境
下
，
欲
領
班
負
起
招
請
工
人
之
責
任
，
實
增
加
其
工
作
之
困
難
。
對
於
成
本
控
制
、
工
作
方
法
之
改
善
等
8其
他
職
能
，
甚
少
被
認
為
是
領
班
之
工
作
範
圍
。
領
班
之
流
動
率
27%
香
港
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
：
招
募
與
甄
選
就
整
個
棉
紡
業
而
言
，
領
班
來
源
有
四
：
（
一
）
由
工
廠
所
訓
練
者
，
（
二
）
工
專
畢
業
生
（
指
紡
業
系
中
高
級
紡
織
技
術
文
憑
課
程
、
普
通
紡
織
技
術
文
憑
課
程
及
夜
校
紡
織
證
書
課
程
之
畢
業
生
）
，
（
三
）
由
工
人
擢
升
者
，
及
（
四
）
由
海
外
聘
請
者
。
但
近
年
來
，
第
四
種
已
屬
少
見
，
實
際
上
很
多
領
班
已
被
聘
請
到
外
地
工
作
。
就
個
別
工
廠
言
，
他
廠
之
領
班
亦
可
作
為
其
領
班
來
源
之
一
，
但
此
舉
只
增
加
領
班
之
流
動
率
，
對
整
個
行
業
之
領
班
供
給
量
並
無
裨
益
。
各
來
9源
中
以
工
專
畢
業
生
及
由
工
廠
所
訓
練
者
之
質
素
較
高
，
因
他
們
有
理
論
方
面
之
知
識
，
有
潛
力
使
其
將
來
能
負
起
更
大
之
責
任
或
擢
升
更
高
級
之
職
位
，
他
們
並
熟
識
整
個
生
產
程
序
，
使
管
理
當
局
在
分
派
工
作
時
更
為
容
易
及
富
於
彈
性
。
更
且
，
由
於
他
們
有
較
豐
富
之
學
問
，
對
新
知
識
較
易
學
習
，
對
新
觀
念
亦
較
易
接
受
。
一
九
七
一
年
整
個
棉
紡
業
對
新
領
班
之
供
給
與
需
要
之
情
況
估
計
如
後
頁
：
需要
因設備擴充所須
增加之領班
補充赴國外工作
之領班
因升級退休死亡
所須補充之領班
因轉業所須補充
之領班
總數
供給
由工廠訓練之新
領班
工專畢業生
總數
差額
差
額
二
十
四
人
，
勢
將
由
工
人
擢
升
補
充
，
此
足
以
引
政
領
58
20
6
3
87
52
11
63
24
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班
品
質
下
降
而
影
響
生
產
力
及
產
品
在
市
場
上
之
競
爭
能
力
。
招
募
新
領
班
大
多
須
先
由
公
司
方
面
批
准
，
然
後
廠
方
始
能
進
行
。
招
募
方
法
最
常
見
者
為
員
工
之
介
紹
，
亦
有
在
報
紙
中
刋
登
廣
告
，
或
從
現
有
之
人
中
徵
選
或
與
工
專
聯
絡
。
有
些
工
廠
則
預
測
未
來
需
要
而
自
行
訓
練
新
領
班
。
在
甄
選
過
程
中
，
廠
長
之
決
定
與
影
響
力
最
大
，
雖
然
有
些
工
廠
，
其
選
出
之
新
領
班
須
經
公
司
之
總
經
理
接
見
及
批
准
，
但
亦
只
是
形
式
上
之
手
續
而
已
。
甄
選
方
法
主
要
為
面
試
，
當
廠
方
欲
聘
請
工
專
畢
業
生
時
，
廠
方
須
派
員
到
工
專
主
持
面
試
。
甄
選
時
所
考
慮
之
因
素
，
主
要
為
個
性
（
包
括
領
導
能
力
）
、
技
術
、
經
驗
12
；
其
次
則
為
性
別
、
年
齡
（
二
十
至
四
十
）
及
體
格
；
教
育
程
度
（
中
學
程
度
）
並
不
十
分
注
重
。
香
港
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
：
訓
練
訓
練
領
班
有
下
列
機
構
：
工
廠
、
工
專
、
香
港
政
府
勞
工
處
、
香
港
生
產
力
促
進
局
暨
促
進
中
心
、
香
港
工
業
總
會
及
香
港
科
學
管
理
協
會
。
工
廠
與
工
專
所
提
供
之
訓
練
課
程
為
技
術
方
面
之
訓
練
，
其
他
機
構
之
訓
練
課
程
則
主
要
為
管
理
方
面
。
由
工
廠
所
提
供
之
訓
練
課
程
為
其
由
十
八
個
月
到
三
年
不
等
，
領
班
實
習
員
皆
為
大
專
及
中
學
畢
業
生
，
主
持
訓
練
人
員
皆
為
廠
方
高
級
技
術
人
員
，
訓
練
方
法
包
括
課
程
講
授
、
工
場
實
習
、
13
及
學
徒
式
訓
練
；
但
部
份
工
廠
只
提
供
學
徒
式
訓
練
及
工
場
實
習
，
至
於
理
論
課
程
則
由
工
專
夜
校
提
供
。
在
若
干
工
廠
中
，
實
習
員
須
每
天
如
工
人
一
般
工
作
十
小
時
。
在
此
種
情
形
下
，
實
習
員
之
進
修
及
溫
習
時
間
實
極
有
限
。
實
習
員
入
廠
實
習
須
簽
訂
合
約
，
以
防
止
其
受
訓
完
畢
後
轉
往
他
廠
工
作
。
合
約
期
限
由
三
年
至
五
年
不
等
。
實
習
平
均
收
入
（
包
括
各
項
津
貼
）
每
月
為
四
百
三
十
二
元
。
工
專
紡
織
系
設
有
三
項
課
程
以
訓
練
棉
紡
業
之
領
班
，
其
中
兩
項
課
程
為
全
日
制
（
一
為
期
三
年
，
一
為
期
兩
年
）
，
另
一
項
為
夜
校
課
程
，
為
期
四
年
。
一
九
六
九
至
七
○
年
度
，
全
日
制
學
生
共
14
一
○
七
人
，
夜
校
學
生
約
二
百
人
，
訓
練
以
技
術
方
面
為
主
。
數
年
前
，
勞
工
處
曾
舉
辦
Ｔ
Ｗ
Ｉ
訓
練
計
劃
，
但
成
績
不
如
理
想
，
現
已
停
辦
。
惟
計
劃
中
之
工
業
安
全
訓
練
組
則
仍
繼
續
舉
辦
工
業
安
全
訓
練
，
參
加
者
多
為
工
廠
領
班
。
香
港
生
產
力
促
進
中
心
、
香
港
科
學
管
理
協
會
及
香
港
工
業
總
會
亦
曾
舉
辦
監
督
員
訓
練
課
程
，
惟
棉
紡
業
人
士
參
加
者
甚
少
。
由
此
可
知
，
目
前
工
廠
所
注
重
者
為
技
術
方
面
而
非
管
理
方
面
之
訓
練
。
但
作
為
一
個
良
好
之
領
班
，
管
理
與
技
術
實
同
樣
重
要
，
不
能
偏
向
一
方
面
。
造
成
目
前
工
廠
對
領
班
訓
練
所
採
之
態
15
度
，
其
中
原
因
之
一
可
能
是
管
理
課
程
內
容
完
全
抄
襲
國
外
先
進
國
家
的
一
套
，
未
加
修
改
以
適
應
本
地
環
境
。
另
一
原
因
可
能
是
高
層
管
理
人
員
未
能
認
識
管
理
之
重
要
性
，
故
不
鼓
勵
領
班
參
加
管
理
方
面
之
訓
練
課
程
。
總
結
一
個
良
好
的
領
班
，
需
要
擔
負
一
連
串
的
困
難
工
作
，
如
作
為
工
人
與
管
理
當
局
間
的
橋
樑
，
負
起
生
產
方
面
之
責
任
，
成
本
控
學
…
…
等
。
但
在
棉
紡
廠
中
，
一
般
認
為
領
班
之
責
任
只
在
找
到
足
夠
工
人
在
其
所
管
理
之
部
門
工
作
，
使
生
產
能
如
期
完
成
而
已
。
此
項
工
作
着
似
簡
單
，
實
則
困
難
。
蓋
香
港
工
人
缺
乏
，
領
16
班
此
一
方
面
須
維
持
工
廠
紀
律
及
生
產
之
需
要
，
另
一
方
面
，
又
須
對
工
人
友
善
，
使
他
們
不
致
轉
往
他
廠
工
作
，
其
中
困
難
可
以
想
見
。
故
招
募
工
人
應
由
人
事
部
門
負
責
，
以
便
領
班
能
真
正
履
行
前
面
所
說
的
其
他
職
責
；
同
時
領
班
所
管
人
數
亦
應
減
少
，
以
減
輕
其
負
擔
，
每
個
領
班
所
管
人
數
最
好
不
超
過
五
十
人
。
領
班
之
招
募
與
甄
選
，
理
想
對
象
應
為
工
專
畢
業
生
及
工
廠
自
行
訓
練
之
實
習
員
。
就
目
前
甄
選
情
形
而
論
，
中
學
教
育
程
度
並
不
被
認
為
重
要
，
但
不
久
之
將
來
，
此
將
成
為
一
項
必
須
條
件
。
蓋
目
前
香
港
每
年
中
學
畢
業
生
為
數
不
少
，
商
業
界
實
不
能
將
之
全
部
容
納
，
因
此
，
他
們
勢
將
被
迫
投
身
工
廠
工
作
。
如
領
班
17
避
免
在
甄
選
時
對
某
人
有
特
別
偏
愛
或
僧
惡
以
及
減
少
純
憑
人
事
之
教
育
程
度
不
如
他
們
，
則
很
難
得
到
他
們
之
尊
敬
與
承
認
。
為
關
係
而
進
廠
工
作
等
情
形
，
公
司
高
級
職
員
應
參
與
領
班
之
招
募
與
甄
選
工
作
。
欲
使
領
班
得
到
更
多
管
理
知
識
，
必
須
改
善
訓
練
課
程
之
內
容
及
公
司
高
層
人
員
對
管
理
技
術
之
態
度
。
總
言
之
，
高
層
管
理
者
之
態
度
往
往
決
定
了
工
作
範
圍
、
其
招
募
及
甄
選
方
法
，
以
及
訓
練
內
容
與
計
劃
。
沒
有
高
層
管
理
者
之
支
持
，
領
班
工
作
範
圍
不
會
變
更
、
招
募
與
甄
選
方
法
不
會
改
進
，
而
良
好
之
訓
練
計
劃
亦
難
以
推
行
。
因
此
，
改
變
香
港
工
業
18
家
對
科
學
管
理
之
態
度
實
為
首
要
條
件
。


